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Hanson choose SCS 85 System
for Frindsbury Wharf
Hanson Frindsbury Wharf is based on River Medway in Kent, processing marine dredged sand
and gravel.  The operation produces 40mm, 20mm, 10mm and washed sand for use in concrete
products, supply of ready mixed concrete plants and direct sand and aggregate sales.

The current static plant was commissioned in March 2009 to
handle between 550 – 600 tph dependant on the variance in
dredged material.  This material is transported to site by ship
of between 4500-5000 tonnes of product at a time, taking
between 4 and 5 hours to discharge at high tide.

Material is fed from the main stock pile to the fixed plant,
where the first split takes place on a scalping screen +100mm
is rejected from the top deck to an external storage bay,
whilst the lower deck screens +40 to -100mm which is sent
for crushing and the -40mm is sent to the wet screen house.
The +40 to -100mm material is then crusher by one coarse
and one fine closed circuit crushers, which products are then
re-fed onto the main feed belt to the wet screen house.

In the wet screen house there are two double deck screens
that select the 20mm and 10mm single size final products and
govern the top end of the sand product which is then fed to
the sand plant, whilst the +20mm is re-fed to the crusher
circuit.

The Project

In the first half of this year it was identified by Hanson that
one of the screens in the wet screen house required
replacement and after consideration Hewitt Robins were
selected to supply a replacement 2.2m x 6m double deck

inclined screen.  At the beginning of June SCS were also
approached by Hanson directly to quote for supply and
installation of new screen media to suit the replacement
screen, Hanson specified the 85 system which is one of the
most commonly used polyurethane modular systems in the
industry.

After SCS was awarded the supply and installation of the
screen media, a design for the system was developed.  Taking
into consideration a number of elements such as but not
limited to; 

• Screening duty

• Tonnage per hour (400 tph)

• Internal screen size dimensions

• Constraints of the 85 system (in terms of its design
features)

• Minimal number of different parts (for simple reordering
and stocking)

SCS was able to propose a design that satisfied all the criteria
and with collaboration from Hewitt Robins a design that only
required one size of module per deck and a total of seven
different parts including modules for the entire screen media
installation, of which only three are wear parts.
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SCS believe that ease of maintenance is an important part of
initial screen media design, as within the lifecycle of a screen
the operator will spend a significant amount of money on
screen media due to it being a replaceable wear part,
therefore keeping the number of different wear parts to a
minimum is key point.  Not over complicating the design also
simplifies maintenance so there are less chance of mistakes in
the future causing issues with gradings.

Using the feed tonnage of the screen the bed depth of the

material was calculated to be in excess of the height of
standard modular system side bars, therefore to prevent wear
to the side plates of the screen higher side bars have been
installed.  These are installed using a polyurethane wedge and
angle cleat design, which reiterates the point about simple
maintenance as the only tools required to remove and
reinstall the modules and side bars are a hammer and a crow
bar, eliminating the need for power tools and all the
paraphernalia that comes with them.

Dave Blench – Heidelberg Cement AG, Head of Engineering
commented “Time was of the essence with this project, SCS
and Hewitt Robins ability to work together and design,
manufacture and supply a complete screen and screen media
in 6 weeks on time and in budget was of paramount
importance”.

Within this project SCS were also commissioned to supply
liners for the feed tray and discharge lips manufactured from
steel backed rubber.  These liners are made from stocked 2m x
1m sheets that are then cut to size and drilled and cored to
suit, the standard sheets are available in three different
thickness 15+3, 25+5 and 45+5mm. If liners of other
thickness combinations are required or are larger than the
standard stock sheet sizes these can be made up from rubber
sheeting cold bonded to backing plates.

SCS is solely based in the UK where it designs, manufactures
and supplies its range of polyurethane and rubber screen
media, lining products, scrapers and other ancillary products.
SCS prides itself with customer service, technical backup and
delivery times that are second to none.  So if you want to
know more please call us on 01788 55 33 00 or email us on
sales@scsrugby.co.uk
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Exhibition
Adventures
Returning from the recent Hillhead
exhibition I had to remind myself that it
was the month of June.

Hillhead itself was the usual success, but the second day was quite an

extraordinary combination of wild winds and torrential rain! I guess when you

have attended as many Hillhead’s as I have then your kind of expect some kind

of inclement weather at some point. There have however been some cracking

shows when good weather has blessed the show, one I always remember with

great fondness is 1989 which from memory has been the hottest edition to

date. Anyway I digress, once again Hillhead came up trumps with quality visitors

and a good attendance with exhibitors all looking forward to the next show in

2018.

Looking forward and knowing the weather will have no affect at all on it is the

RWM exhibition at the NEC. Held in September adjacent to one of the most

expensive car parks I know, the show attracts a broad section of manufacturers

from the world of recycling. Unlike Hillhead this is an annual show and again

unlike PlantworX next year which like Hillhead is also biennial, makes me ask

the question do we need an annual recycling show?

I guess only time will tell but each year some exhibitors don’t return and new

ones arrive to test the waters. This issue contains a preview of the show and The

HUB team will be at full strength at the show so if you see us come and say

hello and have your picture taken.
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A leading global
supplier to the mining
and aggregate
industries
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Successful shows…
In April CMS Cepcor™ successfully exhibited a range
of replacement crusher spare parts at the bauma 2016
International Trade Fair held in Munich, Germany. With
such an international audience bauma is an important
show for the company; this was the second visit for
CMS Cepcor™ which built on their reputation of a very
successful initial visit in 2013.

In June CMS Cepcor™ exhibited at the bi-ennial
Hillhead Quarry Exhibition held at Buxton in
Derbyshire. Exhibiting a wide range of their product
portfolio, including replacement crusher spare parts
and premium manganese liners. Despite rather
inclement weather the show was a success with the
company taking several large orders.

CMS Cepcor™ carry a stock inventory valued in excess of £10 million GBP of new replacement spare parts,
manganese crusher liners and crushing equipment.

Our facilities and vast stock holding enables us to stock complete major component assemblies for jaw and cone
crushers ensuring downtime is kept to a minimum.

We operate FARO® co-ordinate measuring arms and Spectro® material analytical machines to ensure complex
components meet the desired dimensional tolerance and material specification.

Cover Story
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Parts installation, maintenance and
repairs

We are the leading multi-brand crusher
service provider. Certified CMS Cepcor™
crusher service technicians and crusher
engineers can be contracted to complete
on-site parts installation, crusher service,
inspections and repairs on a wide range of
crushing, screening and asphalt plant
worldwide.

Our crusher service and crusher parts
manufacturing facilities provide the option
to complete major repairs and rebuilds off
site when required.

Crushing equipment

CMS Cepcor™ currently hold in stock over
50 new and used crushers manufactured
by leading brands such as Sandvik®,
Svedala, Metso®, Goodwin Barsby™,
Nordberg, Symons, Terex®, Pegson, Kue-
Ken and Parker; our full stock list can be
viewed at www.crushers.co.uk 

Quarry & Mining Services Limited

CMS Cepcor™ have purchased the stock
holding and intellectual property of
competitor Quarry & Mining Services
Limited from the liquidators.  The stock
holding will be sold at very special
clearance prices, email us directly for a
stock list.

www.hub-4.com/directory/1761
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The SCS Stand The Hyundai

team at

Hillhead

DUO Africa serving up some delicious food

SN Engineering go orange!

Spin the wheel, try your luck!

Satu Ramo and Eugene Lyons at the

Sandvik press conference

The Wheelwash

crew!
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ConMech atHillhead

The Tema Isenmann stand

Oliver Donnelly of TWS

Kaz Kondo, Chairman & CEO

of Marubeni-Komatsu

Amy Metcalfe, Volvo Marketing
Communications Manager

CMS
Cepcor Team

Liebherr enjoyingthe show!

Maximus enjoy the only sun at Hillhead!
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The Striker Crew at Hillhead 2016

The SSAB/Hardox team at Hillhead

Atlantic Pumps

The Ritchie Bros Team

Vulcan Burners

MDS International and their Outback Bar

Telestack and

their huge stand

at Hillhead
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The GarriockBros Team

Bruce Engineering with the

new sand recovery unit

Anaconda at Hillhead 2016

ASTEC with their models at

Hillhead

Another happy customer for CASE

Tim Monroe and his

team at Hillhead –

Nice stand and great

burgers!

AGG-PRO at Hillhead

The CMB team

Terence Bratton, Business
Line Director, Terex

Conveying Systems
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Understanding our customers’
business at Hillhead 2016 
Hillhead 2016 provided the perfect exhibition
for us to highlight the total solutions nature of
our world-leading product ranges. During the
show we provided a focus on our Mobile
Crushers and Screens, as well as highlighting
recent developments from Customer Services. 

As part of our increasing focus on the local needs of our
customers, we took full advantage of the opportunities
provided by exhibiting at Hillhead 2016 - the world’s leading
“live-action” plant show. The exhibition provided an excellent
opportunity for us to meet with UK and Irish customers, and
learn directly from them how we can improve both our service
and offering for their very specific needs.

Hillhead 2016 saw us concentrate on the total solutions
nature of our product ranges, with many market leaders being
shown. Additionally a number of new products were
launched. A press conference was held on the second day of
the show which saw over 30 members of the International
and UK press in attendance.

Our products shown included:

Mobile Crushing & Screening 

• QJ341 best-selling jaw crusher with NEW pre-screen –
GLOBAL PRODUCT LAUNCH

• QH331 hydrocone with hanging screen

• QI441 Prisec™ impactor

• QJ241 compact jaw crusher

• QE241 highly versatile scalper with unique configuration of
two conveyors on one side

• QE441 heavy duty scalper ideal for quarrying and
aggregates

• QA441 Doublescreen

Customer Services tools, consumables, wear
parts and solutions

• Optiagg mantle 

• Sandlock lifting device demonstration 

• Parts Evolution including live demonstrations on the stand

• A selection of rock tools  

• Screening media display

• Wear protection display

• Selection of wear items including crusher jaws, mantles
and concaves

• WE6000i Telescopic chute – GLOBAL PRODUCT LAUNCH

Other equipment and services 

• Bretec breakers: C2, M5/M7, M15 and L20C

• Ranger DX800 drill rig 

• CH540 stationary cone crusher  - UK PRODUCT LAUNCH

What really makes Hillhead exciting and different is the live
equipment demonstrations at the quarry face. This year we
demonstrated the following mobile crushers and screens:

• QJ341 jaw crusher with NEW pre-screen

• QS331 cone crusher with hanging screen

• QJ241 jaw crusher feeding QA335 Doublescreen

We’d like to thank all the visitors who came to our stand – it
really was great to meet everyone. It is your support and
encouragement that makes all our efforts worthwhile. We
can’t wait until the next Hillhead in 2018 and hopefully we’ll
see you then or maybe before!

www.hub-4.com/directory/296
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Bell Equipment names its
new B60E as ‘star of the
stand’ at Hillhead
Bell Equipment has announced that, in spite of
the weather, it enjoyed one of its most successful
Hillhead’s, making significant sales and
attracting a large volume of visitors over the
three-day show, where the company's new
industry-leading B60E was undoubtedly the star
of the show.  

The Staffordshire-based Articulated Dump Truck and Wheel
Loader specialist chose to use Hillhead 2016 as the UK stage
from which to launch the latest addition to its E-series
generation of trucks.  With organisers describing the show as
‘the best Hillhead yet’, Bell Equipment was presented with an
enthusiastic audience keen to experience the ground-breaking
B60E.

The B60E’s impressive design was inspired by Bell Equipment’s
original B60D concept vehicle; a machine which, back in 2013,
proved itself as an impressive improvement to the rigid
earthmovers on the market at the time, and capable of moving
large volumes of material in all weather conditions.  

The B60E elevates the design and performance of the original
B60D to the next level.  Described by Bell as ‘the next
generation’, its 4x4 full articulation steering and oscillation joint
provides more off-road capability than any other conventional
rigid truck and its Mercedes Benz engine offers the lowest cost
per tonne on the market.  

Adverse weather conditions pose no production problem or
work safety issue to the B60E, with its all wheel traction, tighter
turning circle and ability to negotiate steeper ramps delivering
significant advantages over rigid truck competition.

“Our E-series vehicles, particularly the B60E, have been a huge
show-stand hit this year, with sales of both brand new and
reconditioned models being secured during the exhibition,”
explains Nick Learoyd, Managing Director of Bell Equipment.

“Customers have demonstrated enthusiasm for, and confidence
in, our machines - which with the proven legacy of our
successful D-series behind them promise increased production
payloads, lower operating costs, uncompromised safety and a
superior operator experience within the plant environment.”

Nick goes on to explain how Bell also showcased additional
models from its E-series alongside the B60E, including the B25E,
B30E, B40E and B50E next generation machines.

He continues: “Despite the particularly wet weather, visitors to
this year’s Hillhead were not deterred from the Bell Equipment
stand which provided a terrific opportunity for us to meet with
new and existing customers and create a superb platform from
which to showcase these outstanding and highly capable
machines.”

www.hub-4.com/directory/107

RUD’s Tyre Protection Chains help extend
a tyres life by a factor of ten:

RUD have been producing and protecting
tyres with their innovative Tyre Protection
Chains for over 70 years, easily earning
their status as a leading manufacturer and
supplier in the industry. 

RUD’s tyre protection chains use case hardened alloy
chains linked in patented designs to provide a high
level of tyre protection and traction qualities. Their
chains offer three wear levels to provide a greater
wear resistance, sharp edges on the outer surface to
increase traction and multiple link designs to suit a
wide range of aggressive and low traction surfaces.
The designs and benefits vary to each project and
specific requirements.

Earthmover tyres working in harsh conditions in
mines, quarries and other heavy industries have
constantly faced damage to tyres due to punctures
and sidewall damage from haul road rock debris and
accidental impact.

Without a full set of Tyre Protection Chains, a truck is
just an expensive lump of idle metal that is costing
the operator. Where load and haul is a central
component of the operation, then ensuring that all
earthmovers and haul trucks are constantly mobile
and operational is vital to the operator’s success. To
ensure this success they will depend on highly skilled
staff combined with a rigorous maintenance schedule
focusing closely on tyres to ensure that they are
operational as much as possible.

Plant owners are faced with the worldwide
earthmover tyre shortage, which is increasing the cost
of tyre replacements and forcing them to stockpile
spare tyres. RUD have seen a dramatic increase in
more and more plant owners using Tyre Protection
Chains to reserve and maintain their valuable assets.

RUD’s Tyre Protection Chains are well known in the
industry for their quality and reputation, by extending
a tyres life by a factor of ten it is no wonder they have
become an essential asset to help ensure high
productivity and production targets, essentially saving
operations a lot of money in damaged, therefore
useless machinery. 

Reduce operating costs; decrease downtime and most
importantly increase overall productivity with RUD's
tyre protection chains.

Reduce operating
costs, decrease
downtime &
increase
productivity 

www.hub-4.com/directory/743
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New RM business partner
Red Knight 6

www.hub-4.com/directory/12687
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RUBBLE MASTER, a leading manufacturer of
mobile crushing and screening equipment has
recently entered into a partnership with Red
Knight 6 as exclusive distributor for their
products in the Southern part of UK. The
company situated in London operates as a
supplier for screeners and material handling
facilities from various manufacturers and have
feel now that the addition of the premium
products from Rubble Master fitted perfectly to
their product portfolio. 

After lengthy discussions with Paul Donnelly and Aaron
McVeigh, Rubble Master chose Red Knight 6 Ltd over other
interested UK distributors. RK6 bring 35 years of crusher sales
experience with them and will further cement Rubble Master
as leader in the UK. 

RM offers different sizes of mobile impact crushers for
recycling and the processing of natural rocks. RM’s line of
mobile crushers and mobile screens boast a small foot-print,
are highly flexible and easy to move with an extraordinary
throughput capacity which makes RM customers efficient in
what they are doing. 

The high customer focus and company spirit are the major
reasons why Jason Purllant (Sales Manager UK), believes in a
successful and long lasting business relationship. In addition,
the RUBBLE MASTER range of impact crushers fit well within
Red Knight 6’s portfolio of equipment. “We are proud to be
part of the RM family and distribute RM mobile crushers now.
We want to fully understand a customer´s business before
we try and sell them equipment,” says Paul Donnelly. 

Anaconda staff have returned from the three-
day event held at Hillhead Quarry, Buxton,
which proved to be the most successful Hillhead
show we have attended to date.

Hillhead proved to be the perfect platform to reveal the new
DF514 ‘Tracked Scalping Screen’ to the market, and the
FSL100 ‘heavy-duty scalping screen’ was also extremely
popular with many of our visitors.

We are delighted with how the stand turned out and, with a
greater number of visitors to our stand this year, the show

was a tremendous success for many reasons – building
relations, enquiries, orders received, brand building, and new
opportunities.

Catrina Quinn, Marketing Manager, would like to express a
huge ‘thank you’ to all who visited the stand. Thanks too to
all those made the show success possible: our distributors,
stand suppliers, catering providers, and the hospitality staff for
the excellent service provided.

www.hub-4.com/directory/17129

Hillhead 2016 – What a show! 
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Celebrating 50 years of power
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Brand in the sand: Powerscreen hosted a world dealer conference in Florida in 2014, this is a selection of dealers
and customers from around the world who attended.

www.hub-4.com/directory/679

n 2016 Powerscreen, one of the world’s leading
providers of mobile crushing and screening
equipment, marks half a century of serving the
crushing and screening industry around the
world. Established in 1966, Powerscreen has
achieved its five-decade legacy through
industry leadership, customer input and
innovation. 

Powerscreen was founded in 1966 under the name of Ulster
Plant in Country Tyrone, Northern Ireland and today that is
where the research, development and manufacturing of
products continue.  By the 1970’s the Powerscreen name was
born. When the founders set up Powerscreen in 1966 they
pioneered the concept of mobile screening, taking the
machines to the quarry face rather than the expensive process

of moving the material to the machine.  In 1969 Powerscreen
exported their first machine to Sweden which cost £2.5k.
Today Powerscreen has a true global presence, operating in
worldwide scale in over 80 countries. In 1966 Powerscreen
employed eight people, now that figure has risen to six
hundred people producing a range of over thirty machines.

Powerscreen started out from mobile machines in a sand pit
to industry leading machine designs now serving quarry,
mining, C&D and recycling industries globally. Powerscreen
not only pioneered the mobile machine concept but also set
new standards for many products and technologies that have
become widely adopted in the industry, including the
Chieftain and Warrior ranges of mobile screens. In 2015
Powerscreen launched the Warrior 600 making the Warriors
the most comprehensive range of mobile scalping units in the
industry. 

“From Ulster Plant to serving customers around the world
today, Powerscreen is the story of teamwork. Our customers
have trusted us and helped us to build and define the
industry, as well as creating ways for people to work safely. It
is through teamwork that we will continue to find new
solutions and opportunities” said Colin Clements,
Powerscreen Product Line Director. 

In the last 50 years, Powerscreen has gone above and beyond
in its product development efforts, focusing on what
customers need to be successful in their industries and
applications — Powerscreen innovations are changing the
market and setting the industry standard for quality, reliability
and safety in crushing and screening equipment. 

Key to the success of the Powerscreen brand is the global
distribution network, there are over 120 distributors operating
globally providing local service and support service to end
users. Pat McGeary, Blue Group Chairman, said “Powerscreen
is in my blood, I joined in 1968 when it was just a little local
factory and today its part of my family’s life. I am proud to
have been part of the success story and to see the passion
and dedication that was there when I joined is still there
today.”

Colin Clements: Global Product Line Director beside a 1966 MK1
screening machine.   This was the sixth machine built and remains a
permanent feature at the front of our Dungannon Plant.    
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Sebastian Rakoczy of Weir Minerals
Europe explains how the company’s
recent acquisition of Trio Engineered
Products has underlined its status as
a full-service equipment supplier to
the mining industry.

Weir Minerals has made its name as the leading supplier of
slurry handling equipment - our Warman® brand is a world
leader in the centrifugal pump market.

At the end of 2014, we acquired Trio Engineered Products, a
manufacturer of crushing and separation equipment with a
well-established reputation in some of the world’s largest
mining markets such as North America and China.

For our product portfolio, the acquisition has been enriching
and transformative. The Trio® product range complements our
existing comminution product portfolio under the Enduron®
brand. As a result, we can now offer a complete set-up of
highly engineered equipment that fulfils the crushing and
grinding challenges of the world’s biggest mining operations.

High-volume comminution

The first product in the comminution process is the feeder.

These machines are
capable of accepting large
surges of run-of-mine feed
coming from site haul trucks.
The Trio® TF series of grizzly
feeders range in size up to 1.8m
wide by 7.3m long, and are
available in either single or
double-decked configurations. Nominal
capacities of up to 770m³ per hour are possible.

The acquisition has now increased our capabilities in the
mining-focused primary crushing applications. With our Trio®
CT series jaw crushers, the maximum available feed opening
sizes are 1.5m by 2m, and capacity ratings up to 1,600 metric
tonnes per hour depending on the bulk density and the feed
size distribution.

Another option for primary crushing is the horizontal impact
crusher. The Trio® APP series impact crushers offer high
reduction ratios for feed materials with particle sizes up to
1.2m and capacities up to 1,000 metric tonnes per hour
depending on the material. With rotors either cast in solid
steel or fabricated in an advanced stress-relief design, these
crushers are of heavy-duty design to suit the different
applications and requirements to the process.

The landmark acquisition that
strengthens Weir Minerals
Europe’s comminution

www.hub-4.com  July 2016 - Issue 39
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For secondary and
tertiary crushing
applications, Weir
Minerals can now offer
Trio® TC series cone
crushers that feature
large cone head
diameters. This allows
them to operate at
medium speeds while
still delivering high

levels of output. The largest member of the Trio® TC Series
range has a 2.1m head diameter, weighs 88 metric tonnes and
can crush up to 2,100 metric tonnes of material per hour as a
secondary cone crusher. 

Our new and advanced Trio® TP series cone crushers have
been developed to address the market need for heavy-duty,
high-production cone crushers for construction aggregates.
These high-performance units allow for maximum inter-
particle breakage, which provides more cubical products for
use in concrete and asphalt production. These machines
provide increased application flexibility. 

As well as the crusher types mentioned above, under our Trio®

crusher range we also offer high-speed vertical impact
crushers. These machines are perfect for cubical shaped
products of small sizes. They are designed to handle the
production of fine industrial mineral powders and pre-grinding
of ores. In some applications, they also can be an alternative
to mills in the further processing circuit.

Screens

In addition to our crushing and grinding range, our Trio®

portfolio also includes separation equipment. The range of

inclined, horizontal and banana screens we offer, together
with our existing Enduron® portfolio, enables us to provide
solutions for the world’s highest-output mining operations.

The focus is on robust and long-life construction. Therefore, all
Trio® screens are of huck-bolted design, using plasma-cut and
CNC-drilled side plates rather than welding to avoid the risk
of stress fracturing under the pressure of high-speed vibration.

Weir Minerals’ range of screening equipment is completed by
our Enduron® dewatering screens, which are in operation
world-wide.

Further Process Equipment

With the acquisition of Trio, Weir Minerals can now offer
different sizes of permanent and electro-magnets to separate
ferrous metal from the conveyors to protect the further
process and equipment from damages.

Where high surge bin loads are a factor, Trio® TAF series apron
feeders complete the range and are available up to 2.8m
width. 

Different types of washers can be offered under our Trio®

range to efficiently clean the material from adhering clay or
other dirt. This prevents the following screens from getting
plugged and ensures their high performance.

Cost base

Our Trio® equipment is proven to be up to the challenge
presented by the severe conditions of mine sites all over the
world, and is of heavy duty design and construction. Our
global engineering teams work closely with our Design Centre
of Origin (DCO) and two manufacturing facilities in Shanghai. 

The Weir promise in a new market

The integration of the Trio® range of products into the Weir
Minerals portfolio represents a step-change in our offer to the
mining industry. From end-to-end, we are now able to offer
complete turnkey packages for processing a large range of
mined materials to almost any desired product specification.

Our overriding ethos as a supplier is to help our customers
achieve maximum efficiency and the lowest cost of ownership
from our equipment. With the roll out of our Trio® range of
products across our network, we are now able to expand this
philosophy into the mining comminution market, and we are
excited about the efficiency gains we can deliver to our
customers as a result.

Sebastian Rakoczy is Product Manager Crushers and Screens,
Weir Minerals Europe and North Africa
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Expanding their international
sales team further, CMS Cepcor
have recently been joined by
Andrew McNally who will take
up the role of Business
Development Manager - Africa.

Re-locating to Leicestershire from South
Africa, Andrew joins with experience of the
global comminution industry, with a focus
on the African mining market.

20 years of previous capital sales
experience within the African market
includes the sale of OEM crushing
equipment along with aftermarket service
and solutions for primary gyratory, cone,
jaw and impact crushers.

Andrew commented, “CMS Cepcor™ has
numerous large accounts in Africa but I
know there are some big opportunities in
this market for the company. I can see that
the service levels are very high and I know
that together with the vast product range
and huge stocks, covering a wide range of
models CMS Cepcor™ can respond very
quickly and satisfy the demands of the
market easily.”

“I’m keen to develop and increase the
market confidence further and with a big
customer base in the quarrying industry
and also huge opportunities in the mining
industry, specifically in regions where we
don’t yet supply, there are lots of
opportunities that I will explore.”

Based in Coalville, Leicestershire UK, CMS
Cepcor™ is Europe's leading aftermarket
manufacturer and supplier of crusher spare
parts, premium manganese crusher liners
and crusher service to mining, aggregate
production and the crushing industry
globally.

Exporting to over 100 countries CMS
Cepcor™ were awarded The Queen's
Award for Enterprise: International Trade
2012, for outstanding export sales.
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Andrew McNally
joins CMS Cepcor
to develop their
African business
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EDGE Innovate
appoint
Southern
Conveyors as
Hire Partner:

EDGE Innovate are delighted to announce Southern
Conveyors, as a new hire partner leasing the EDGE
Innovate material handling range throughout the UK
region.

With over 20 years of experience, Southern Conveyors have been firmly
established as the UK’s leading specialist conveyor hire company. Offering a
large selection of conveyors for hire; Southern Conveyors product range can
be utilised in a number of applications within the construction and waste
management industries. By aligning with EDGE Innovate; Southern
Conveyors have been able to expand into new applications with the
availability of EDGE Innovate’s extensive material handling range of
products. Southern Conveyor offer short to long term leases to customers
throughout the UK region from their main base in Bristol.

In terms of conveyors, EDGE Innovate boast a variety of different conveying
options from track to mobile mounted conveyors, static feeders to 360°
radial track feeders. The robust and efficient product range from EDGE
Innovate has been designed to withstand the difficult conditions of the
quarrying and waste management sector allowing operators to rest assure
that the plant supplied by Southern Conveyors will not let them down. 

Gareth Herbert, Southern Conveyor Managing Director commenting on the
announcement of the new relationship with EDGE Innovate; “By adding the
EDGE MS-Series Stockpile Conveyors to our hire fleet we will be creating an
extra dimension that our clients will welcome, whilst taking us forward into
further materials handling applications across the UK. Working with EDGE
on this expansion has been a great experience – EDGE have been excellent
in providing the solution we were looking for and we’re confident that
EDGE’s quality product offering and work ethos will combine well with our
rental offering across the UK.” 

EDGE Innovate’s territory distributor manager for Europe and Middle-east,
Mark McGlinn describes the new appointment “Edge Innovate is delighted
to announce their new partnership with Southern Conveyors Ltd. Based in
Bristol, Southern Conveyors have over 20 years’ experience in hiring
conveyors across the UK. Adding the EDGE Mobile Stockpiling Series of
conveyors to their hire fleet; Southern Conveyors are now able to provide
solutions to a wider range of material handling applications. This new
partnership will strengthen both Southern Conveyors place in the conveyor
hire market whilst offering customers short term conveyor solutions without
a long term financial commitment. We are looking forward to providing
superb quality conveyors for a superb quality hire company in Southern
Conveyors Ltd.” 

With over 1000 mobile stackers manufactured and working across the world
to date, the EDGE range of mobile conveyors have been tried and tested in
the harshest of environments. With productivity, mobility and minimising
operator costs as its central design principles, the MS-Series range of
conveyors will offer UK customers with the most cost effective and efficient
way of stockpiling or transferring material on the market. The new
appointment of Southern Conveyor as EDGE Innovate’s hire partner will
enable UK customers to access all of these benefits without the large capital
investment. 

If you require a conveyor for a short or long term lease please contact
Southern Conveyors on 0800 915 9195 alternatively contact
info@edgeinnovate.com. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/11401

Right to left - Ron Farr – Southern Conveyors, Key Account Manager Mark McGlinn –
Territory Distributor Manager Scott Brown – Southern Conveyors, Key Account
Manager.
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London joins race for fuel-efficiency

www.hub-4.com  July 2016 - Issue 39

The HUB team were recently invited as guest to
attend the ‘Make the Future London’, featuring
Shell Eco-marathon Europe, which welcomed
more than 30,000 guests to a festival of ideas,
innovation and friendly competition held at the
Olympic Stadium in London from June 30-July 3.

World Champions

An Indonesian team triumphed in the grand finale of the first
Shell Eco-Marathon Drivers’ World Championship (DWC). It
was a hard-fought race around a course in east London that
challenged many teams.

The battery-electric car from Bandung beat Urban Concept
category cars from around the world to take the first DWC
chequered flag.

“We’re happy and proud to have taken part in and won this
prestigious championship,” said Amin Sobirim, a member of
team BUMI Siliwangi. They won a well-deserved technology
training week in Italy with the Scuderia Ferrari Formula 1
team.

French students ISEN Toulon/SCS took second place in the big
race, adding to their table-topping energy efficiency
performance in the battery-electric UrbanConcept class. Alden-
Conger High School from the USA came third with their
diesel-sipping motor.

200 student squads from 29 countries

More than 200 student squads from 29 countries around the
world gathered at London’s Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park to
see who could navigate the 2.2-km track with the least
amount of fuel.

The teams design and
build cars that use a
variety of energy types,
ranging from gasoline and
natural gas to electric
batteries and hydrogen.
The designs fall into two
broad categories:
Prototype, which focuses
entirely on driving as far
as possible using the least
energy, and
UrbanConcept, where
energy efficiency is
important but the vehicles
look more like normal city
cars.

Tricky Track

London’s long bridge section proved insurmountable for some
lower-powered cars and prevented others from breaking
records. But students tweaked their tactics and cars as best
they could to gain an advantage over their friendly rivals.

“The 2016 track has been particularly challenging for all
teams,” said Norman Koch, Global Technical Director for Shell
Eco-marathon. “We have seen an incredibly high standard of
performance, as well as the determination and team spirit of
champions.”>

(L to R) Thomas Moons (GM
Specialities for Europe & South
Africa) and Professor John Read
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The tricky track didn’t stop dominant force Microjoule-La Joliverie
of France breaking another record. They squeezed a class-topping
2,606.4 km/litre equivalent from their new compressed natural gas
car, making it the most efficient combustion engine in London’s
Prototype challenge. That’s the same as driving from London to
Milan and back on less than a litre of fuel.

French domination of the energy-efficiency competition was
reinforced by TED team from Toulouse, which came second in the
Prototype challenge with 2,300.1 km/l equivalent for their gasoline
car. Microjoule’s gasoline record of 3,771 km/litre, set in 2010,
remains unchallenged. French team Lycee Louis Delage’s gasoline
car was also the clear winner in the UrbanConcept category, with
445.7 km/l equivalent.

Spain’s ECO-DIMONI won the battery-electric category with 747.2
km per kilowatt hour, while compatriots Equip UMH triumphed in
alternative fuel with their ethanol car’s 1,555.9 km/l equivalent.
Italy’s H2politO won the hydrogen class with 737.0 km per cubic
metre.

Off-track awards

Shell Eco-marathon is not just about winning on the track -- teams
are also recognised for their innovative technology, design and
perseverance.

H2politO’s car scooped the Prototype Design Award, while
Norway’s OUC Shell Eco team claimed the UrbanConcept design
prize. Prometheus from Greece won the Technical Innovation Award
with their car’s near-autonomous advanced driving control system.

Many teams had tales of trouble to tell.

OUC’s door flew off as they sped around the track in testing, while
other teams suffered bursting hydraulic brakes or found their fuel-
cells lacked the power needed to drive over the bridge. 

But there was no doubt that Ukraine’s LSA Khadi AIS deserved the
Perseverance and Spirit of the Event trophy. Some of their team
were blighted by visa problems as they tried to make their way
overland across Europe. The team members that did make it to
London then had to replace a broken part. But they still managed
to pass technical inspection.

Pelé kick off

Football legend Pelé kicked off the four-day Make the Future
London festival of innovation as thousands of schoolchildren
mingled with student mechanics making final tweaks and last-
minute repairs.

As many as 8,000 schoolchildren visited the Make the Future
London festival on one day, where they tried out scientific games
and demonstrations before checking out the older students’ ultra-
energy-efficient cars. Overall, more than 30,000 guests of all ages
attended the events.

www.hub-4.com/directory/771 www.hub-4.com/directory/11981

Vulcan Burners
success at
Hillhead

Asphalt burner service provider,
consultancy and manufacturer Vulcan
Burners has showcased its full range of
products at the Hillhead Exhibition 2016,
returning to the show following from the
success of 2014.

Vulcan Burner exhibited its full range of multi-fuel
burners, from Dual Oil, Natural Gas & its latest LPG
Range. Not only did Vulcan exhibit its full fuel range
but also had an array of different outputs on display
from 11MW to 23MW. The full range of burners on
display was a popular choice as we were able to
showcase the impending needs of all our potential
clients.

Ian Lewis, Technical Director said: “Despite the poor
weather, we took some great enquiries and sales at
Hillhead. We have expanded our servicing portfolio
quite considerably and also gained solid leads for our
other available technologies that we offer.”

“With this being our third Hillhead show, we were
delighted with the turnout of enquiries and general
interest generated. It also gave us a chance to meet
and strengthen our connection with our existing
customers, it’s a pleasure getting to meet everyone
and discuss their requirements in further detail. After
the success of this show, we are already looking
forward to the Hillhead 2018 show in the future and
hope to have an even bigger presence than this year.”

Vulcan Burners has had an extremely busy couple of
weeks, with a large burner installation in the middle
of the show preparation for Aggregate Industries. The
newly installed V11 was of the specialist 90 degree
angle type to meet the restrictions of available space
on the existing drying system. This Installation has
been very successful with recent feedback being
extremely positive with facilitating increased
production and extreme ease of operating.

Please contact Vulcan Burners for more information
www.vulcanburners.com
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EDGE Innovate’s Product
Launches turn
Hill-head’s!

Despite the torrential weather, EDGE Innovate
exhibited at the Hillhead show last week in
Buxton. This show has become the world’s
largest exhibition of its kind, EDGE Innovate
have exhibited at the famous Quarry,
Construction & Recycling show for the fourth
time running this year. 

Once again EDGE Innovate have had another successful year
at Hillhead show with numerous amounts of enquiries and
interest in the EDGE recycling and material handling range.
Throughout the week of Hillhead, EDGE gathered interests
from visitors from over 15 diverse countries from all corners
of the world. 

Exciting news gathered the EDGE stand throughout the week
as Southern Conveyors was confirmed, as a new hire partner
leasing the EDGE Innovate material handling range
throughout the UK region. The new appointment of Southern
Conveyor as EDGE Innovate’s hire partner will enable UK
customers to access all of these benefits without the large
capital investment. 

A total of 4 machines from the EDGE portfolio were in
attendance at the Hillhead show which included; the Slayer
XL, the MC1400, the Freeflow and the TRM516. Hillhead
proved to be the perfect platform to launch the new MC1400
and Freeflow to the EDGE product range due to the huge
successes from previous years. This also gave our customers
and visitors a great insight into what the new product
launches from EDGE had to offer and how it may benefit
them! Throughout the week of Hillhead we launched a
product focus day on our social media pages which outlined
the key benefits of each machine exhibited at our C20 stand.

Throughout the week, EDGE ran a competition for the visitors
of Hillhead; the competition included picking up a blue EDGE
high-visibility vest from our promotional team at our stand
C20 and wearing it until a member of staff selected an
individual wearing the EDGE Blue Vest at the end of the day.
Our cash winner was James Pickford from G&CA Kidd
Haulage.

The three day event, proved to be an extremely exciting show
regardless of the weather, as the wind and rain did not stop
us from meeting old and new customers and visitors. We
would like to thank everyone who visited our stand during the
show and we now look forward to Hillhead 2018.

Our next event will take place at CON EXPO, Las Vegas, 7-11
March 2017
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Volvo Construction Equipment has launched a
new approach to its comprehensive customer
services and solutions portfolio, along with
launches of an innovative control display and a
range of advanced machine management
services at Hillhead.

Volvo Construction Equipment is launching a new approach to
how it offers services and solutions to customers. The new
method gives greater clarity on both the range of services and
solutions offered, and the value they deliver for customers’
operations and businesses. Volvo CE will also use the show for
showcasing its revolutionary Volvo Co-Pilot onboard services
display, and advanced ‘Assist’ machine services – Dig Assist
(pictured), Load Assist, Compact Assist and the soon-to-be
available Pave Assist.

The full suite of services and solutions offered by Volvo CE will
be on show on Volvo’s stand Y5, which together equates to
one of the most comprehensive service portfolios in the
industry. To better understand the wide selection of services
offered – which range from oils and bucket teeth to advanced
machine tracking and control solutions – Volvo CE has
arranged its services into six easy-to-understand streams. 

These are:

• Uptime Services
• Efficiency Services
• Genuine Volvo Parts
• New Life Services
• Attachments
• Financial Services

The new way of organizing the
offering will make it easier for
customers to choose the most
appropriate cluster of services
required from the extensive
range on offer. Volvo CE dealers
will also bundle services into
easy-to-select packages as well
as being able to offer tailor made
solutions.

New within Uptime Services is Proactive Monitoring, which
utilizes innovative technology that enables Volvo dealers to
remotely monitor alarms and fault codes on customers’
machines. Any problems can be diagnosed early and
corrective steps taken, often before the customer realizes a
problem exists, in order to maximize machine uptime and
reduce repair costs. 

Intelligent machine solutions drive
revamped services portfolio
launched at Hillhead 2016
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Efficiency Services sees the launch of
Fuel Advice and Fuel Report, two new
services that are designed to lower
operating costs of new and existing
Volvo machines by targeting long-term
fuel efficiency. The two services allow
customers to decide in what way they
would like to drive fuel efficiency
improvements in their operations.  Fuel
Reports provide customers with easy-to-
use, tailor made reports that help
customers identify areas of
improvement. Fuel Advice, meanwhile,
leverages the competence of Volvo CE
dealers in identifying corrective actions
and ensuring fuel efficiency
improvements are sustainable. 

Launched at this year’s Bauma
exhibition in April, the Volvo stand will
also be demonstrating the company’s
exciting new on-board display – the in-
house developed Volvo Co-Pilot.
Designed for use on machines as
diverse as excavators to pavers, Volvo
Co-Pilot uses a tablet computer to
deliver a new generation of intelligent
machine services, such as Load Assist,
Dig Assist, Compact Assist and Pave
Assist (see below for more details). 

Dig Assist, Load Assist, Compact Assist
and the soon to be launched Pave Assist
are the first of a new generation of
intelligent machine offerings that
increase machine efficiency and uptime.
Available as either 2D or In Field
Design, Dig Assist allows excavators
operators to complete digging tasks to
a greater accuracy in less time. Safety is
also improved, as there is no need to 

repeatedly get out of the cab and
physically check grades or levels.

Load Assist is designed for Volvo
wheeled loaders ranging between
models L110-L250 and delivers real time
accurate load information to the
operator. Preventing under-or-
overloading, the system allows wheeled
loaders to work to their maximum
efficiencies. Fully automatic, the system
logs all load information and the data is
then displayed on the operator’s in-cab
Volvo Co-Pilot display. The information
can also be accessed remotely, thanks
to Volvo’s advanced CareTrack
telematics system. This allows complete
payload management – giving access to
data such as total transported load in
tonnes; tonnes transported per litre of
fuel and number of cycles.

Compact Assist offers two module
options at launch – Intelligent
Compaction and Intelligent Compaction
with Density Direct. Intelligent
Compaction records and displays a pass
counter and thermal mapping, while
Density Direct cleverly calculates 100%
of the surface density. 

Pave Assist is a family of paver-related
modules and applications that will
automate many of the paving
parameters that today have to be
recorded manually in order to meet
stringent road authority reporting
requirements. Providing a powerful set
of tools to improve productivity, quality
and site safety, Pave Assist combines
Thermal Mapping, Weather View,
Material Manager and (as a
complementary option) Volvo Smartview
modules. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/876
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With policy change amass and technological
advances in abundance, there is now even more
reason to visit RWM in 2016. This year the
event, which takes place at the NEC,
Birmingham from 13-15 September, promises to
stimulate and attract the attention of the
broadest cross-sector audience at the
international showcase of resource and waste
management innovation, RWM 2016 and its
three co-located shows: The Energy Event, the
Renewables Event and the Water Event. 

Event organisers, i2i Events Group in partnership with the
Chartered Institution of Wastes Management, will explore and
highlight a variety of initiatives, products and services to
encourage globally sustainable models of resource efficiency.

RWM 2016 continues to provide industry leading insight and
access to the latest sustainable solutions across a number of
key areas: machinery and equipment, handling and logistics
zone, recycling and reprocessing technologies zone,
professional services and the energy from waste zone. 

Bringing together the entire resource ecosystem gives visitors
the opportunity to explore further afield with three co-located
shows which promise to be insightful, inspiring and
innovative. The three additional two-day shows on 13-14
September, will attract a further 7,000 visitors and provide a
platform for cross-sector networking, boosting synergies and
encouraging achievable strategies to be considered.

The Energy Event – is the UK’s leading event for energy and
utilities procurement professionals and brings together the
supply and demand side industry to help influence the way
energy is bought and managed. 

The Renewables Event – is the only show of its kind dedicated
to supporting those investing into renewable energy
production and micro-generation. This show offers insight into
the spectrum of technologies and applications available,
investment opportunities, policy insight, case studies and
practical strategic guidance.

A global showcase to inspire innovation
and resource efficiency - RWM 2016, the
Energy Event, the Renewables Event
and the Water Event all in one location
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The Water Event – promotes the efficient consumption, management and procurement of this most
precious resource, water. The two days will include industry insight, promoting achievable strategies and
showcase valuable case studies.

Barry Dennis, Chair of RWM said: “RWM has become synonymous with worldwide product innovation and
has a high level of loyalty from global visitors and exhibitors. Following valuable feedback from attendees
and industry leaders, we continue to strive to further enhance the show and propel ideas and business
models into the international limelight.

“Giving organisations and professionals the best platform to drive business growth is a primary
commitment for RWM and as we constantly evolve and grow, this event remains the industry’s leading
show not to be missed.”

Each event will once again feature a packed schedule of informative workshops, keynote speeches,
seminars and surgery sessions. 

This year’s sponsors include key industry players, such as Suez, NRG Fleet Service and Viridor. 

For more information about Europe’s largest and best-established event for resource efficiency visit
www.rwmexhibition.com, call 00 44 203 033 2049 or email info@rwmexhibition.com. 
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For the Waste Recycling World September time
in Birmingham can mean only one thing and
that’s the RWM Exhibition. Terex Ecotec, an
industry leader in the design and manufacture
of wood processing, biomass and recycling
equipment will once again be attending with its
largest presence yet. The past year has seen the
appointment of two new distribution partners
for the UK and Terex Ecotec are delighted to be
represented by them at RWM 2016. 

Molson Green and Warwick Ward are long established names
in the construction and recycling markets across the UK. Their
high levels of application knowledge and customer support,
combined with the latest recycling technology provided by
Terex Ecotec, have made a significant impact in the UK
recycling market. RWM is the ideal setting for customers to
meet their local sales representatives and see first-hand the
products Terex Ecotec have to offer. On display will be the
latest in slow speed shredder technology, the truly unique
medium speed TDS V20 shredder and one of the highly
efficient waste handlers.  

Terex Ecotec have a comprehensive range of High Speed
Grinders, Trommels, Shredders, Windrow Turners, Recycling
Screens and Material Handlers combined with a drive and
ambition to design and manufacture truly unique machines
which not only process traditional waste types but provide
new solutions to the ever changing world of material
recycling.

Warwick Ward (machinery) Ltd., with headquarters in
Barnsley, was founded in 1970 and has vast experience in the
earthmoving and waste recycling industries. Covering the
Northern part of England and Wales end users know they will

get the correct application advice, equipment and after sales
support when dealing with this long established and trusted
company.

Covering the Southern part of England and Wales, Molson
Green, which is part of the wider Molson Group, have
confirmed themselves as a premier provider of recycling
equipment. Founded in the 1990’s and based in Bristol the
company rapidly grew to be a major force in the earth moving
industry, the creation of the Molson Green division allowed
the company to focus on the aggregate and recycling business
segments. 

Conor Hegarty, Terex Ecotec Sales Director commented, “Terex
have a long tradition of producing quality products and selling
to end customers via distribution partners. Obviously
innovative machine design and outstanding build quality are
essential but building relationships with customers is the most
important part of any business. Both Warwick Ward and
Molson Green, along with our third distribution partner for
the Midlands region, Wolf Eco Machinery,  have the expertise
and infrastructure to offer customers the level of support they
require in this competitive market place”.

To meet the teams and discuss any application requirements
you may have come along to RWM, which is held at the NEC
in Birmingham 13-15 September, and visit the Warwick Ward
stand 5W180-X181 and the Molson Green stand OA141.   

For more information on the complete Terex Ecotec product
range and for contact details of all our distribution partners
please visit our website www.terex.com/environmental-
equipment

Terex Ecotec
are set to make
a big impact at
RWM 2016

www.hub-4.com/directory/17072
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Bigger isn’t always better – and that’s definitely
true of Presona’s latest LP Series baler. The
smallest baler in the LP Series to date, Presona
will launch the new LP 50 EH to the UK’s waste
management and recycling sector at RWM 2016.

The new LP 50 EH is designed so that it can easily replace its
predecessor but with the benefit of the ECC tying unit which
means that no support legs are required. Its size makes it
ideal for locations where space is at a premium.

But its diminutive design belies a ferocious baling capacity.
The LP 50 EH has an average hourly throughput for cardboard
of up to 10 tonnes, maximising material handling even in
space-limited locations.

Suitable for baling most materials from paper and cardboard
to plastic film and PET-bottles, the new LP 50 EH is typically
fed by a conveyor system and is available with two motor
options, 22 kW and 37 kW. A wide range of bespoke options
are available to tailor its performance to specific
requirements. 

Designed for simplicity of operation and flexibility of function,
the new LP 50 EH will incorporate all of the benefits of its
bigger LP Series siblings as standard. For example, it will
feature Presona’s ECC tying unit with overhead straight
needles, removing the need for a needle pit or support legs. 

And, of course, the LP 50 EH model features Presona’s unique
prepress technology.

Presona’s prepress technology delivers a significant reduction
in energy costs as all of the power goes into the compaction
process. Because the process is more streamlined, the units
suffer less wear and tear, emit less noise, and are more
streamlined than their counterparts.

The new LP 50 EH builds on Presona’s ‘plug-and-play’
functionality. Manufactured to order, standard models are
designed for fast and efficient shipping, installation and
commissioning.

Visitors to RWM 2016 can find out more about the new
LP 50 EH model by visiting Presona on stand 5P40 Q41.

Presona adds new
LP 50 EH Baler at
RWM 2016

www.hub-4.com/directory/11754 www.hub-4.com/directory/163

Waste management company, CDEnviro,
will be playing its part in developing a
circular economy when it exhibits at this
year’s RWM Show – Europe's leading event
for resource management professionals –
as it showcases ways to divert material
from landfill. 

The company designs and manufactures high frequency
wet processing equipment for a wide range of
materials that are typically hard to process. Its experts
will be on hand to explain how their innovative
solutions can divert today’s waste products – including
road sweepings and gully waste material, MRF fines,
trommel waste fines and waste glass – from landfill. 

In the UK, CDEnviro’s road sweepings and gulley waste
recycling plants are diverting more than 85% of this
material from landfill, and producing the optimum
quality of recycled aggregate, with a wide range of
further uses. At today’s UK landfill tax rate that equates
to a saving of over £22m for its customers.

Recovered materials can be used in a wide range of
potential applications, including high quality recycled
concrete, road fill and landscaping, incineration and
capping and restoration material. 

If you’re looking to increase landfill diversion and
reduce disposal costs, CDEnviro would love to talk to
you about potential solutions at Stand Number: 5S20 -
T21, Hall: 4-5 at this year’s RWM at the NEC in
Birmingham. 

www.cdenviro.com 

CDEnviro offers a
diverting time at
RWM16
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The Appingedam-based company Bollegraaf
Recycling Solutions and Daly Plastics, located
in Zutphen, have completed the installation of
the most efficient and professional industrial
plastic sorting system in the Netherlands. The
two companies pooled their expertise to create
an innovative, modular and fully automatic
recycling system. The capacity targets set for
the system were exceeded by more than 50%.
Every hour, the system delivers around 7 tonnes
of perfectly separated plastics. This enables
Daly Plastics to realise its ultimate goal:
production of extremely pure regranulate for use
as raw material in high-quality new products. 

"We chose Bollegraaf because their quality was higher than
all other candidates and they possess the necessary expertise
in the design, engineering, construction and supervision
services required for the installation of an innovative system
like this", explains Peter Daalder, director of Daly Plastics.
"Another important reason for selecting Bollegraaf’s systems
is their robust yet flexible nature due to the modular
structure. Recycling of waste is a process that is continually
changing. If the range of materials for recycling changes, then
the system can be easily modified and restructured without
incurring high costs. In addition, they are a reliable partner

who provide all of the knowledge and services required to
optimise processes and get the most out of the systems.

With more than 50 years of experience, Bollegraaf is one of
the most skilled providers of turnkey solutions.  We know that
the composition of the waste received for processing is
always variable. For this reason, versatility was the key to this
system. It inspires us to get the absolute most out of the
system. "Daly Plastics goal was to process 4 tonnes per hour,
yet they are currently achieving between 6 and 7", says Frits
Eding, project manager at Bollegraaf Recycling Solutions. 

The system

The first part of the system is a coarse shredder, followed by
the removal of any iron contamination. The resulting output is
then processed through ballistic separators – Ellipticals by
Lubo Systems B.V. (a member of the Bollegraaf Group) – to
remove small contaminants such as sand. By means of optical
scanning, the waste is then separated into different types and,
if desired, different colours. A manual check can then be
carried out if necessary. The output then goes through a baler
to be processed into homogenous bales. Subsequently, the
output is further reprocessed to create the end product via an
innovative DRD dry-cleaning system and granulation. Daly
Plastics now has all of this technology at its disposal. 

Bollegraaf Recycling Solutions
supplies the most efficient plastic
sorting system in the Netherlands
with extremely high capacity
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Project management

Bollegraaf has an experienced team of project
managers who function as head contractors. In
this capacity, they are largely responsible for
the construction and installation of large
recycling systems. For this reason, management
of interfaces between subprojects is therefore
vital with regard to both technical matters and
contract law. 

Ellipticals by Lubo Systems B.V. 

The Lubo Elliptical is used to separate 2D
materials from 3D materials. The grilles on the
paddles ensure the desired separation size,
which can be easily adjusted to any dimensions
you wish.  

The Lubo Elliptical offers a wide
variety of advantages over
traditional ballistic screening:

• Extra wide dimensions: up to 2500mm of
functional width.

• Air support to optimally aid the screening
process. 

• Extremely stable motion pattern due to the
6-cylinder combustion engine principle.

• Range of angles via hydraulic cylinder. 

• Paddles can be demounted from above. 

• Side walls are also demountable, ensuring
optimal accessibility for maintenance
purposes.

• Low maintenance costs.

• Central lubrication.

• Easy to replace separable bearings without
removing the axle.

UK PRESENCE

Bollegraaf Recycling Solutions has ambitious goals
and has identified the UK market as one of
Bollegraaf’s key markets. With our experienced
service team based near Birmingham, Bollegraaf
have a strong base in the UK, with a solid customer
base. Since we believe that delivering quality starts
with providing excellent and rapid service,
Bollegraaf UK have recently further strengthened
their team by appointing another two experienced
filed service engineers. Additionally, Bollegraaf UK
have appointed Luc Mallinger as sales manager and
Trevor Smart as Country Manager UK & Ireland.
Smart is an established name in the Waste and
Recycling sector and he will be looking after our
national key accounts as well as rolling out the
Bollegraaf UK growth strategy in the coming years.
Catch up with the UK team and Bollegraaf’s latest
developments and technologies? 

Come and visit us at the RWM 2016, 
HALL 5P20, stand R21

www.hub-4.com/directory/6175
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Bunting Magnetics Europe Ltd has
manufactured and supplied a complete Metal
Separation Module and Metal Separator to
Recapture Plastics to cleanse recycled plastic of
metal.  The Metal Separation Module consists of
a large Vibratory Feeder that delivers material
onto a strong Magnetic Drum before passing
over an Eddy Current Separator.

Bunting Metal Separation Module at Recapture Plastics

Bunting Magnetics Europe Ltd, a leading Magnetic Separator
manufacturer based in the UK, worked closely with Recapture
Plastics to provide a range of metal separation equipment
that would ensure a metal-free final product.

Recapture Plastics developed and built the new plastics
recycling plant in Rochester, Kent.  The plant is designed to
handle up to 25 tph infeed of recycled plastic material with a
view to future expansion.  Plastic is sourced from across the
UK, mostly in baled form, and the operation is one of a few
recycling plants with the ability to process and separate the
materials effectively.

The plastics recycling process designed by Recapture Plastics
has a number of key stages.  Initially, the bales of mixed
plastics are broken up and shredded to reduce the particle
size and liberate materials to enable optimum separation.  The
shredded plastic mix then passes over the Bunting Metal
Separation Module where a strong Magnetic Drum removes
ferrous metals and then an Eddy Current Separator ejects
non-ferrous metals.

View from above of the Bunting Metal Separation
Module during installation

The Bunting Magnetic Drum is designed with strong
permanent Rare Earth Magnets configured in an axial
magnetic field.  This enables high levels of separation with a
minimal loss of clean material.  The shredded plastic is evenly
fed onto the top of the Magnetic Drum by a large Vibratory
Feeder with out-of-balance motors.  Any ferrous and weakly
magnetic material becomes magnetically attracted to the
surface of the non-magnetic stainless steel shell by the
stationary magnet element inside the Magnetic Drum.
Attracted metal then moves with the rotational motion of the
non-magnetic outer shell until it leaves the magnetic field and
is deposited in a waste chute directly underneath the drum,
away from the shredded plastic.

Bunting Metal Separation Module during installation

Bunting Metal Separation Module
Cleans Recycled Plastic for
Recapture Plastics
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The ferrous-free
plastic fraction falls
evenly onto the
conveyor of the
Bunting Eddy
Current Separator,
which transports it
into the rotating
magnetic field.  Non-
ferrous metals, such
as aluminium, brass
and copper, are
propelled away from
the rotating
magnetic field and
non-metallic
shredded plastic over
a strategically-placed
adjustable splitter.
This enables a clean
separation.

The cleansed plastic
fraction continues

through the process, which includes polymer sorting and
further size reduction before passing through a Bunting
Quicktron Metal Separator.  This final stage of metal
separation is positioned to remove any metal freed during the
second stage of shredding.

The shredded plastic falls down an inlet pipe into the
Electromagnetic Field of the Metal Separator search coil.  Any
metal alters the high frequency magnetic field generated by
the search coil signalling contamination and a signal is sent
to the double actuating air cylinder of the reject assembly
underneath the unit.  The metal contamination, with a
minimal amount of clean material, is then diverted out of the
clean material flow and into a waste collection area.  Often
this is recycled to reduce product loss.  The reject time is
adjustable to suit each specific application.  After the metal
has been removed, the reject flap returns to the normal
position, once again allowing clean product to flow through.

The metal-free plastic moves onto a washing stage and colour
sorting prior to bagging for shipment.

The plastics recycling plant starting processing material in
November 2015, only 3 months after Recapture Plastics
moved into the building.

Separated metal from the Magnetic Drum and Eddy
Current Separator

Neale Buttery, Recapture’s Operation Manager, explained the
reason behind selecting Bunting equipment:

“We have worked with Carlton [Hicks – Bunting’s UK Sales
Manager] before and knew that he understood what we were
looking for.  This whole operation depends on producing metal
free, clean plastic and we felt that the Bunting equipment
would make sure we achieved that goal.”

Simon Ayling, Bunting Europe’s Managing Director added:
“The successful installation and operation of any Magnetic
Separation or Metal Detection equipment is down the supplier
and user working together.  Neale and Roger [Evans] were
very clear in explaining what they wanted and that helped us
select the best equipment.  Carlton’s experience in the
recycling industry was invaluable in ensuring we met their
expectations.”

Bunting Magnetics manufactures and supplies a wide range
of Metal Separators for the recycling industry including
Magnetic Separators, Eddy Current Separators, and Metal
Detectors.  The company will be exhibiting at both the RWM
(NEC, Birmingham 13-15 September 2016).

Metal Separator for final stage
separation

Simon Ayling (Bunting) with Neale Buttery
(Recapture Plastics)

www.hub-4.com/directory/15595
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Big Crushers
and Grinders
now
available
from
RETSCH! 

www.hub-4.com/directory/17570
www.hub-4.com/directory/888

Established in 1970, Warwick Ward continue to be
recognised as Europe’s largest supplier of used wheel
loaders and all types of earthmoving, construction and
recycling equipment; and with over 6,000 machines broken
for spares they have parts for every make and model.

Warwick Ward has continued to grow their business with the support of their
customers by adding TEREX Environmental Equipment and ECOHOG air and
metal separation technology to their portfolio of products. By expanding their
territory as CASE CE dealers into the Midlands and growing the plant hire
side of the business, Warwick Ward has now truly become a ‘one stop shop’
for all recycling equipment needs.

At RWM 2016 they
will be exhibiting
examples of the
TEREX Ecotec range,
including the TDS820
Slow Speed Shredder,
which is purposely
built to process all types of material whether it is domestic, industrial or
bulky solid waste. This industrial shredder features customisable shredding
programs that give operators the opportunity to configure the machine to
their specific requirements, reduce material wrapping and maximize
production. 

Also on show will be the TWH215 Waste Handler, which is a compact,
manoeuvrable and powerful solution for those in search of waste handling
equipment that does not compromise performance, efficiency or reliability.
The TWH215 has a reach of 8.8 meters and an operating weight of 15
tonnes.

Completing their line-up will be the ECOHOG Windshifter, which allows
customers to benefit from air separation, where there are heavy and light
fractions within their waste stream end product. The technology provides an
alternative to manual sorting which is both exhausting and expensive. The
Ecohog Windshifter has been designed for both mobile and static
installations incorporating low energy consumption, low noise levels, and low
dust emissions. 

In addition they will also have representatives from their used machinery
department and on the CASE Construction stand.

Stand number 5W180-X181:  Machinery & Equipment Zone 

Machines on show at RWM 2016

TEREX TDS820 Slow Speed Shredder, TEREX TWH215 Waste Handler &
ECOHOG Windshifter.

Warwick Ward Continue
to Expand 

RETSCH have enhanced their product
range with a new line of instruments
for applications with large feed sizes
and high throughput rates. The new
range will be integrated into the
existing product line under the name
‘X-Large’ and complement it in many
areas. RETSCH can now offer, for
example, a series of jaw crushers with
feed sizes from 40mm to 350x170mm.
The new ‘X-Large’ range of jaw
crushers, ball mills, vibratory disc mills
and sample dividers provides a
substantially higher throughput than
the laboratory-scale models and also
includes a number of testing equipment
to determine the Bond Grinding
Indices. 

RETSCH is now the only supplier
worldwide that can offer balls mills for
nano grinding through to jaw crushers
with a throughput of 3500 kg per hour,
thus covering the entire field of size
reduction. 

For further information visit the
RETSCH Stand 4J78 at RWM or
contact the UK sales team : 
E: info@retsch.co.uk 
T: 0845 458 5196 
W: www.retsch.co.uk
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A Terex Finlay 595 has been converted to dual
power to support high performance operations
and sustainability at Cemex East Leake Quarry. 

The mobile scalping unit, supplied by Finlay Central, has been
converted to run off electricity as well as diesel to work in
harmony with the site’s static plant.

Engineers from Finlay Central, which is part of the Finlay
Group of companies, adapted the 595 to run off electric
power under a conversion process carried out at the quarry
site.

The machine was originally taken out on hire, where it proved
its worth tackling high volumes of materials. It has now been
purchased and has replaced a static conveyor and grid with
hopper.

William Newton, assistant quarry manager at East Leake said:
“We had the 595 on a three month trial and it was a big
success for us. It improved processing rates and avoided the
spillages and blockages we’d encountered in the past.

“The machine has increased throughput dramatically and we
now see, depending on the material, volumes of between 130
and 170 tonnes an hour being processed.

“When we decided to purchase the 595 we wanted to convert
it to electric, as this would allow it to be sequenced to
operate in line with the entire plant.

“Material from the 595 goes through to a static wash plant
and then is washed, screened and crushed to produce two
sands and single size aggregates. Having the machine
operating electrically means that it joins up with the rest of
the plant and this helps the site run smoothly and highly
effectively.

“Finlay Central’s engineers carried out the conversion and the
electric power option also fits in with our sustainability
objectives. We load the machine with a Hybrid Komatsu
HB215 and the two work well together to save energy.

“The 595 is also tracked for ease of movement. This means
we can disconnect the electric and power it up on diesel
when we need to move somewhere on the site to clear up a
particular area. We did not have that option with the static
plant.

“I am very pleased with the machine and the fantastic service
we receive from Finlay Central. It is all working well.”

The 595 is designed and constructed to the highest
specification. Its robust build and quality engineering enable it
to withstand the toughest of applications which include waste
reclamation projects and demolition environments as well as
quarry faces.

Special features include a heavy duty twin deck vibrating grid
and radio remote control movement.

Neil Bailey, of Finlay Central, helped Cemex introduce the new
Terex Finlay 595 on to the site. He said: “The material deposit
at East Leake can be very difficult to process and we had to
tailor the machine to suit the site’s exact requirements. 

“The plant has had a considerable impact and is powering
through to create high quality products, while its exceptional
capacity also balances environmental performance too.

“The electric conversion has worked out very well and this
combination of economy, power and sustainability have made
it an important addition to the site.”

Terex Finlay 595 supports
smooth running and
sustainability at East Leake

www.hub-4.com/directory/1824
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Long standing quarry operator and haulage
provider, Smiths & Sons has introduced Brigade
safety systems as a part of their standard
specification for all new vehicles. 

Based in Oxfordshire, a city well known for its cyclist activity,
Smiths & Sons has taken a proactive approach towards
ensuring the safety of vulnerable road users. Concerned about
driver information overload and encouraged by the
introduction and industry acceptance of specifications such as
CLOCS and FORS, Smiths’ has specified Brigade’s
Backeye®360, Sidescan® systems and mobile digital recording
devices for its entire tipper fleet going forward.

Smiths’ Transport Manager, Paul Needle explains ‘In the past
we have been actively involved in vehicle safety days around
Oxford and we were also involved in the launch of the
Mineral Product Associations’ cycle safety scheme. Smiths are
very proactive when it comes to vulnerable road user safety
and having trialled various vehicle camera systems, we were
the first tipper operator to fit the Backeye®360 system ’.

Brigades Backeye®360 is an intelligent camera monitor
system that assists low speed manoeuvrability,
providing the driver with an all-round view of
the vehicle in a single image on the in-cab
monitor. The system simultaneously
blends and stitches the live
images from four ultra-
wide cameras
together to
produce a
single

birds eye view image, effectively eliminating blind spots. These
images are then recorded on to Brigade’s NEW MDR-404-500,
4-channel mobile digital recording device. Fitted with a 500Gb
hard-drive and built in GPS the device has the ability record
up to 1164 hours of footage from the Backeye®360 camera
system.

In addition Smiths & Sons has fitted Brigade’s Sidescan®
Obstacle Detection kit to the entire fleet. Required to meet
specification standards including FORS, CLOCS and Crossrail,
the 4-sensor system is fitted along the bottom of the cab on
the nearside. Working in conjunction with a Backchat®

speaking alarm, the system provides an audible warning
alerting both the driver and the vulnerable road user to a
potential hazard when the vehicle is turning or manoeuvring
at low speed. 

Since fitting the systems Smiths & Sons has reported driver
benefits, commenting in particular on

the reduced information overload.
Paul continues ‘I was very
impressed with Brigade’s
product, the Backeye®360 in
particular. The drivers
immediately saw the benefits
of the all-round view and the
system has now been made
a part of our standard

specification for all new
vehicles’.

Smiths & Sons (Bletchington) Ltd Specifies
Brigade Electronics’ Backeye®360, MDR and
Sidescan System for entire fleet

www.hub-4.com  July 2016 - Issue 39
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Smiths & Sons Tipper Vehicle unloading
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DUO Equipment have recently supplied a new
TEREX® Aggresand™ wash plant for a busy
sand and gravel operation in Norfolk.

Owned and operated by Frimstone Ltd, Breck Farm
(part of the Stody Estate) is one of eight sand and
gravel operations in the East Anglian region. A
family owned business with over 70 years’
experience in mineral extraction, the company
supply a range of aggregates including sharp sand,
soft sand, gravel, rockery stones, decorative
aggregate ‘slate’ and screened topsoil to the
general public, businesses, local authorities and the
construction industry which includes a five-year
contract supplying a national concrete supplier.

With potential reserves in excess of 10-15 million
tonnes of sand and gravel the new site is currently
producing 150,000 t/annum of soft and sharp sand
and 10mm,20mm, 40mm and +40mm products.

A greenfield site:

Development started 2 years ago on a new
greenfield site within the Stody estate when the
haul road was built, this was followed by the
concrete pads for the plant and the weighbridge
and the development of water lagoons. With all the
infrastructure complete the company researched the
market and following a successful tender DUO
Equipment were then selected to supply a new wash plant
based on the TEREX® Washing Systems Aggresand™.

The sand & gravel plant:

The main elements of the plant are the TEREX® AggreSand™
165 modular wash plant and a PowerScrub™ 120R. The
AggreSand™ is pre-wired and pre-plumbed and is an easily

installed modular concept that
facilitates quick installation; a
combination that is very
appealing in terms of access,
serviceability and modularity.

Richard Blowers-Plant
Manager, commented, “It’s a
very neat compact plant
incorporating an in-line
system with ‘as raised’ ballast
being fed by loading shovel
into the feed hopper. With
pumps installed we are
responsible for the wash
water going in and the dirty
slurry water coming out of the
plant in to the lagoons, so it’s
a very simple and effective
set-up.”

Currently operating at 130tph
the plant consists of a
bespoke feed system which is
fed by wheel loader via a
12m³ double-deck vibrating
grid; both the feeder including
the vibrating grid are electric
hydraulically powered.

Material is then delivered onto the main inclined feed
conveyor which is driven by two 11Kw electric motors and
Bonfiglioli® gearboxes mounted on either side of the drive
drum. This set up not only provides balance to the conveyor
but also gives enhanced torque characteristics.

New DUO plant for Frimstone’s new
sand and gravel operation
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The
AggreSand
165:

The AggreSand™
165 at Breck
Farm is a two-
deck version
which utilizes
eight individually
controlled spray
bars on each
deck. The two
bearing screen is
fitted with
polyurethane
modular media
on both decks.
The top deck acts
as a protection
deck removing
any material
above 40mm
which is then fed
via an on-board
conveyor to
stockpile. A split
bottom deck,
2mm and 5mm
provides the feed
to produce the

required two sands. All chute-work on the AggreSand™ 165
employs the now well tested dead-box system which results
in rock on rock set-up which is proving to give excellent wear
properties.

Currently the AggreSand™ 165 sand plant consists of one
45Kw 200/150 pump for coarse sand and one 150/125 pump
for soft sand. A G4-500mm cyclone for coarse sand and one
G4-375mm cyclone for soft sand produce two clean in spec
sands. A specially designed rubber-lined catch box allows
blending to take place so that an acceptable coarse and fine
sand ratio can be achieved. These sands are then delivered to
separate radial conveyors and stockpiled. Any material

between 5mm and 40mm is then fed by inclined conveyor to
the PowerScrub™ 120R for scrubbing and removal of clay
conglomerates. 

The PowerScrub  120R:

The PowerScrub™ 120R consists of a 6.5m hull fitted with
twin rotating shafts fitted with 30mm abrasion resistant
blades. The blades convey the material from the feed end of
the scrub to the 8 x 4 aggregate rinsing/sizing screen. As the
material travels through the hull the abrasive action of the
aggregate as it collides with other aggregate (stone on stone)
scrubs it clean and breaks up any clay conglomerates which
are then floated off through the back of the PowerScrub™.
Any organics such as roots or plastics are also floated off to
be dewatered over the PowerScrub™ 6x2 trash screen.
Underflow from the trash screen is received in a catch box
under the screen and then gravity fed to the sump tank under
the hull.

Scrubbed aggregate exits the main discharge of the
PowerScrub™120R to an 8x4 part-rinsing screen. The initial
section of this screen is fitted with spray bars to rinse off any
sand or grit residues produced during scrubbing. The rinsed
grit is captured in a partial catch box under the screen and is
piped to the sump tank below the hull to join the trash screen
underflows. This sump tank is fitted with a 100/100
centrifugal pump which pumps this dirty water back to the
AggreSand™ 165 sand plant to recover any sand and make
maximum use of internal water. 

Material is then fed via transfer conveyor onto Frimstone’s
existing 3 way split screener to produce 4-10mm, 10-20mm,
and 20-40mm clean aggregate with the three clean grades of
aggregate stockpiled.

Cutting Edge Control System:

The control system for this specific AggreSand™ wash plant is
stored in a centralized cabin on the site which is one of the
options offered by DUO through TWS on all AggreSand™
installations, alternatively the panel can be mounted onto the
machine, all of which are pre-wired.

This option exemplifies the flexibility of TWS and DUO and the
AggreSand™ concept to suit individual customer needs or
preferences.

A total success:

Since the plant was commissioned it has been very
successful consistently providing Frimstone with quality
products.

Richard further commented, “I can’t fault the material
that comes off the end of the belts, it’s very clean and a
saleable material, it’s fantastic!
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Terex Finlay rocked the recent Hillhead with
their largest ever presence at the show. In total
14 machines were on display in three different
areas at the show. “Our entire machine line-up
includes seven new machines that have either
been launched in the past 12 months, launched
at the show or will be introduced to the market
in the coming months. It’s a real statement of
our commitment to consistently bringing new
and innovative crushing, screening and now
stacking solutions to the market” said Nigel
Irvine, Sales and Marketing Director. 

In the working zone at the front of the Terex Finlay stand
were the “The beasts of Buxton” in the form of the large
capacity J-1480 jaw crusher and new C-1554 cone crusher.
The production capacities of these machines where real show
stoppers during the working demonstrations. The third
machine on display was the I-140RS impact crusher in
advance of its imminent market launch. (insert machine
image) This new generation impact crusher with redefined
style and advanced technological design will give operators
improved material flow and production. A key feature on the
plant is the on-board detachable 4.8m x 1.5m (16’ x 5’) single
deck screen for applications not requiring recirculation of
materials for further processing or stockpiling. 

In the main quarry face Terex Finlay showcased their J-1170
and J-1170AS jaw crushers and in the recycling zone an 883+
Spaleck heavy duty screener. 

The main static display was the scene for two new global
products launches at the show; C-1540 direct drive cone
crusher and 674 inclined screen. 

The C-1540 direct drive cone crusher

The latest addition to the Terex|Finlay range of tracked mobile
cone crushers this machine has been developed to satisfy the
requirements for any aggregates producer or contract crusher
looking for a high output capacity machine that provides
large reduction ratios and an excellent cubical shape in the
surface ore mining and aggregate industries.

This aggressive machine incorporates the proven Terex® 1000
cone crusher that can accept an all in feed and features direct
variable speed clutch drive and “on the fly” hydraulic closed
side setting (CSS) adjustment. A key feature of the chamber is
an overload protection system with automatic reset that
permits uncrushable material to pass through and be
discharged efficiently from the machine. The feed-in box to
the chamber is fitted with an ultrasonic level sensor that is
calibrated to the feeder to ensure that the chamber is
consistently choke-fed for maximizing throughput and
minimizing crusher wear.  

These features all combine to give operators an efficient and
aggressive crushing action, high performance and low cost
per ton. 

The standard 5m³ (6.5yd³) hopper/feeder on the plant has
been designed with a low feed-in height so that the machine
can be fed directly either by primary crusher, excavator or
shovel. A key feature of the hopper is the standard automated
metal detection and a purge system that has been designed
to protect the cone chamber and reduce downtime by
removing metal contaminants via the purge chute. 

“We are continually communicating with our customers
through several forums and the introduction of this machine
is a direct result of this ongoing process. This exciting new
model builds upon the success of our current C-1540 pre-
screen model, C-1545/C-1545P and C-1554 cone crushers. The
heart of this new model is the Terex TC-1000 cone crusher

Terex Finlay “well
and truly rock”
Hillhead 

Quarrying
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which is world-renowned for its flexibility, versatility and
outstanding performance. The functionality and serviceability
of the machine where key design criteria of the plant from the
outset and we have received only positive feedback on these
characteristics. With the introduction of this new model we
now have one of the most comprehensive range of tracked
cone crushers in the market place.” remarked Alan Witherow,
Terex|Finlay Product Development Manager.

Key features

• Fully hydraulic closed side setting (CSS) with electronic
monitoring system. 

• Fuel efficient direct drive transmission via a clutch.

• Hydraulic Tramp Relief System with automatic reset
protects the chamber and minimizes downtime.

• Metal detection system on feed belt with ‘auto-stop’
protects the cone from tramp metal and the purge system
removes contaminants from the machine.

• Advanced load sensing auxiliary hydraulics maximizes
plant efficiency

The 674 inclined screen

A highly versatile and adaptable machine engineered and
built for working in quarrying, mining, construction and
demolition debris, topsoil, recycling, sand, gravel, coal and
aggregate applications the Terex® Finlay 674 is a compact
easily transportable machine that offers operators rapid set up
and tear down times. 

The new screen box on the Finlay 674 features three inclined
decks (top and middle deck: 3.66m x 1.52m (12’ x 5’), bottom
deck 3.00m x 1.52m (10’ x 5’) giving a large screening area of
170ft2 to provide efficient screening and high capacity. The
screen box features quick wedge tensioning (top and middle
deck), access holes and bottom deck hydraulic tensioning
system to reduce time required for mesh changes. All four
discharge conveyors hydraulically fold for transport providing
the operator with rapid set up and tear down times. The
fourth product ‘oversize plus’ conveyor can work at varying
angles to accurately discharge material for recirculation and
stockpiling 

A high performance 1050mm (42”) belt feeder, with hydraulic
variable speed drive, is fitted to the machine as standard and
has proven performance and versatility in demanding and
varied working environments. The hopper has a 8m³
(10.50yd³) capacity as standard and can be fitted with remote
control hydraulic tipping grid.

A Caterpillar C4.4 air cooled engine is used to power the
machine. The heavy duty crawler tracks, and optional radio
remote control unit, make on site mobility very easy.

This fully self-contained plant can be hydraulically folded and
ready for transport in less than 30 minutes making it the ideal
machine for contract screening.

Key Features:

• Triple deck screen with galvanized all round fixed catwalk
access for ease of operation and maintenance.

• The fourth (oversize plus) conveyor can work at varying
angles and can accurately discharge for recirculation to
crusher or for stockpiling.

• Screen box angle can be hydraulically adjusted to an angle
between 18º-37º

• Maximum utilization of three decks provides ultra-efficient
screening capabilities even at small aggregate sizes.

• Updated hopper and belt feeder gives improved material
flow onto main conveyor. 

Dual power technology

In addition to these new machines Terex Finlay also
introduced the option of dual power technology to their
current 873 and 883+ heavy duty screeners. These industry
leading work horses now offer operators the flexibility to run
the machine using an outside power supply when available or
the on board engine. 

Terex Finlay also used the show to give an insight into their
future range of stack products; 50ft, 65ft and 80ft versions.
These products are currently undergoing rigorous applications
testing and will be launched in late Q3, 2016.
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WEC Group invest 11 million
in MTL Advanced to create
one of the UK’s leading
Hardox Centre’s

www.hub-4.com  July 2016 - Issue 39

With the recent significant investment from WEC Group, HUB-4 recently
visited the head office and main facility of MTL Advanced located in
Rotherham, South Yorkshire, for a full factory tour.  We were greeted by
Rick Milne, MTL’s Business Development Manager, and Peach Lamb,
Sales and Marketing Co-ordinator, who gave us a detailed insight into
the operation of the company and its capabilities.
The WEC Group are the UK’s largest privately owned metals processing group and
currently employ over 800 people with 220 at MTL Advanced in Rotherham. MTL’s
production facility in Rotherham covers around 28,000 square metres across a 13 hectare
site giving the company huge opportunity for increased capacity in the future if required.
The site is wholly owned by WEC Group and MTL Advanced who are a contract
manufacturing company with both ‘blue-chip’ and OEM customers, and from a metal
processing aspect include high profile names like JCB and CATERPILLAR. >

Rick Milne, MTL’s Business Development Manager, and Peach Lamb, Sales and Marketing Co-ordinator
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Rick Milne, MTL’s Business Development Manager gave us
more of an insight “Since the integration with the WEC Group,
MTL Advanced have seen 16 months of consistent profit
growth. The WEC Group who have 11 manufacturing sites
across the UK see MTL Advanced as a highly valuable asset
with more potential for growth due to their self-sufficiency
and in-house capabilities. MTL Advanced are involved in some
major projects in all industry sectors, which gives us
confidence in a successful future”.

“Expectations from WEC Group’s owner Steve Hartley and
Managing Director Wayne Wild is continued growth. Their plan
is to grow with sustained gradual growth to benefit the
business, its staff, and the WEC Group overall. With the current
successes of the business, the 5yr long term plan is looking
highly achievable”. 

“MTL Advanced are a more of a project based company and
we pride ourselves on working with clients from project
enquiry right through to completion providing our clients a full
service.  CATERPILLAR is one of our biggest customers, who
we supply on a daily basis, and we are involved with the
mining, quarrying, construction, refuse vehicles, offshore, oil &
gas, renewable energy, defence and rail industries. Defence is
the biggest industry sector that MTL Advanced are currently
involved in which is responsible for 35-40% of our turnover
and also has the biggest opportunity currently for growth. MTL
Advanced have put a lot of emphasis and development into
this sector and it is also the one area where we are a key
exporter, supplying to over 50 countries worldwide”.

Rick continued, “The £11m investment from the WEC Group
over the last 15 months has seen increased growth for MTL as
a company and we are moving from strength to strength in all
areas. In terms of new equipment, we have invested £4m in
some of the latest industry equipment which includes a new
laser cutting machine with handling system, new paint shop

and new shot blasting facility. We are also equipped in-house
with bending, machining, welding, fabrication and surface
finishing to compliment our full service approach. We process
approximately 15,000 tonnes/annum of various metals
including carbon steel, aluminium, titanium, and other exotic
materials”.

“From a wear part perspective MTL Advanced have been
heavily involved with Swedish Steel (SSAB) for the last 15
years and we were one of the first appointed Hardox Wearpart
Centre’s in the UK. We produce around 2 - 3,000 tonnes of
Hardox product each year into various sectors and also use a
large amount of Weldox and Armox. We stock and use all
grades of Hardox with the most popular being the 400 and
450 grades. Due to the strength of the relationship with
Swedish Steel we have invested heavily in having on-site
specialists available to advise our clients of the best use of this
highly effective SSAB range”.

Hardox wearparts centres – the one stop shop for
wear products and services

Hardox Wear Plate is world renowned for its strength and
durability, even in the harshest, most aggressive operating
environments. Now, customers can benefit from a specialist
service providing high quality replacement parts for a wide
range of quarry and mining machinery and equipment,
delivered through a network of regionally based Hardox
Wearparts Centres.

As a global initiative, there are Hardox Wearparts Centres
operating in more than 40 countries around the world. In the
UK, there are currently nine strategically located Wearparts
Centres, from Scotland in the north, Northern Ireland through
to South Wales and South East England covering all the
primary industrial centres - and this figure is expected to
increase further over the coming years.

Each Hardox Wearparts Centre has access to the complete
product programme and full technical support provided by
SSAB for its Hardox brand, which translates to an extremely
comprehensive offering of wear parts and services for the
quarry and mining industry.

www.hub-4.com  July 2016 - Issue 39

New on-site paint facility 
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Services include:

• Site visits and technical advice – including technical
analysis of requirements and measurements.

• In-house design engineering – redesign of replacement
components to provide longer operational life using in-
house CAD/CAM and worldwide reference data base.

• Component manufacture – including collection of
components and comprehensive in-house manufacturing
services.

• Delivery and install – direct delivery and full installation
and re-commissioning of replacement parts.

• On-site welding services – an extended service offering,
with specialist welding vans creating the possibility to
make on-site repairs.

• Ongoing support services – including service agreements,
real life wear performance and analysis, plus wear
monitoring analysis.

One of the benefits of using Hardox Wearparts Centres is their
access to literally thousands of wear products for buckets,
tippers, crushers, dozers, shovels, chutes, feeders and
pulverisers, plus many more. Accuracy and product quality are
key drivers in the business and linked to this significant parts
resource, enables replacement wear products to be
manufactured, often to higher specification standards, to suit
customers specific operating requirements. Hardox Wearparts
Centres will undertake the complete replacement or upgrade
of a wear part, from initial discussion and site visit,
specification recommendation, design and manufacture to
installation.

With their strategic regional locations, Hardox Wearparts
Centres can often react faster to get replacement wear parts
installed quicker than many traditional sources and this,
coupled with their knowledge and support through SSAB has
proved to be a winning combination for its industry customers.

For more information please visit
www.mtladv.com

For more information on Hardox please visit
www.hardoxwearparts.com 

www.hub-4.com/directory/6141
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BRUCE use
Hillhead as
launch platform
for their new
Wearparts brand 
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Bruce Engineering
Services are well
established in the
manufacture &
supply of Hardox
Wearparts for over
20 years in Ireland.
Along with the
Bruce washing
range of
equipment, Hardox

wearparts form an integral part of the
Bruce service offering. With two such
strong brand names renowned for
service, quality and reliability it was
decided to combine the two – Bruce
wearparts was born.

Bruce have been providing genuine Hardox steel
since the early nineties, and in 2001, were one of
the first globally appointed Hardox wearparts
members. Both Bruce and Hardox have not
looked back since, with the Bruce brand now
synonymous with Hardox in Ireland. 

Whilst Bruce supply washing, screening, feeding
and recycling equipment under the Bruce brand
name locally and internationally through a
trusted dealer network, Bruce wearparts is
focused on the local Irish market. 

Based in County Tyrone, they are well placed to
provide durable wear solutions to the
crushing/screening and recycling sector along
with companies and end users in the mining,
quarrying, construction, concrete, coal/energy,
metal works/engineering, agriculture, forestry
and fishing industries.

They offer qualified advice based on 20+ years of
experience and with a certified workshop, skilled
craftsmen, they share their working knowledge
of wear solutions to guarantee maximum
performance and service life for all your wear-
critical applications.

With continual investment and in-house design,
fabrication & processing facilities (cutting,
pressing, drilling, tapping, milling etc) Bruce
wearparts shall strive to reinforce its position as
your “one stop wear shop” in Ireland.

In addition to Hardox wearplate Bruce wearparts
are now able to offer overlaid plate (Duroxite)
Hardox bars, Hardox pipes & Strenx (high
strength steel).

For information and advice on any wear related
issue please contact Bruce wearparts for your
wear solution.

Contact –Phone 02886763684 or
email sales@bruce-eng.co.uk

www.bruce-eng.co.uk

www.hub-4.com/directory/7470

Extend a Crusher’s
life with regular
maintenance 
Abrasive materials such as aggregates, sand and gravel found in a variety
of construction and road building applications, expose crushers to the risk
of excessive wear. This wear can cause even greater damage to the
machine if not kept in check. Damaged components slow production
processes and result in additional expenses and downtime. Complete
regular maintenance and cleaning to reach the crushers’ maximum
lifespan.
Top Wear Components to Check Regularly
1. Blow Bars: As a fundamental element in the crushing process, blow

bars come in contact with abrasive material at great speed and force
when moving materials. These parts require daily inspections and, if
worn or damaged, replacement.

2. Curtain Anvils: Like blow bars, curtain anvils also come in contact with
and take the impact of abrasive material while crushing the moving
material. For optimal performance, inspect daily and replace if worn or
damaged. 

3. Screen Cloth: Screen cloth sorts and separates crushed material.
Examine the screen cloth for left behind debris and to prevent
potential screening problems clean the screening cloth by hand.

4. Belts: Belts take on the impact of the crushed material while moving
it. Check conveyors for loose, punctured or broken belts. If damaged,
make the proper adjustments or repairs.

Overall Maintenance Strategies
Small imbalances inside crusher components can lead to substantial,
expensive problems. Daily, comprehensive inspections identify issues such
as broken or worn parts, debris build-up and loose components. Keep
units serviced, making sure wear parts remain properly secured. A well-
maintained crusher leads to several more years of service and more profit
when it comes time to resell.

To increase production
and efficiency, operators
need a strong working
knowledge of a crusher’s
parameters and should
perform regular
maintenance and
cleaning to reach the
crusher’s maximum
lifespan.

Small imbalances inside
crusher components can
lead to substantial,
expensive problems if
left unchecked. Daily,
comprehensive
inspections can identify
issues such as broken or
worn parts, debris build-
up and loose
components.

Abrasive materials such
as aggregates, sand and
gravel found in a variety
of construction and road
building applications,
expose crushers to the
risk of excessive wear.
This wear can cause
even greater damage
and slower production if
not kept in check.

www.hub-4.com/directory/16719
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Weir Minerals launches
Trio® TP cone crusher range
Weir Minerals announced the global release of
their Trio® Top Performance cone crusher range
to the Mining and Construction Aggregate
market. Combining aggressive crushing action,
high crushing force and high power, this new
generation of top performing cone crushers
takes the user to the next level of cone crushing. 

“Throughout Weir Minerals, we strive to provide customers
with the best possible equipment to meet their crushing
needs, which is why we developed the Trio TP cone crusher
range,” said Kurt O’Bryan, Global Product Manager for
Crushing and Screening at Weir Minerals. “The new TP cone
crushers operate at a higher speed than their predecessors
which provides higher reduction with better shaped material.” 

These compact, robust crushers are built with advanced cone
crusher automation technology to ensure continuous high
performance and application versatility. All Trio®

TP cone crushers feature a steep crushing
chamber angle, a large crushing stroke and
optimum speed to deliver a finer
product through increased inter-
particle comminution. 

“Safety has always been the
number one priority for Weir
Minerals, which is why our Trio
TP cone crusher range is
designed with self-protecting
features to help achieve high
levels of mechanical reliability
under severe operating
conditions whilst ensuring the
safety of both operator and
equipment. 

“Typically cone crushers are
operated with high tension
belt drives that are inefficient,
require frequent maintenance
and also become OH&S
entanglement risk zones. Our
engineers at Weir Minerals
recognise the importance of
energy efficiencies and
reducing operating costs. With this in mind,
they have designed a reliable direct drive option
for cone crushers. The direct drive system can be
combined with a Variable Frequency Drive to further optimise
crusher performance, resulting in significant energy savings.” 

The Trio® TP cone crushers’ unique combination of high flow,
high pivot point, large throw and large head diameters results
in superior performance.

“All of our Trio TP cone crushers are fully instrumented with

advanced lubrication and hydraulic systems, allowing
customers to monitor vibration, motion, temperature, flow and
pressure.”

For the customer, the advanced Trio TP® cone crusher range
delivers high performance, safe and mechanically reliable
crushing. 

“At Weir Minerals, our reputation for quality engineering and
exceptional service is second-to-none. Combining decades of
experience with innovative designs and the highest quality
materials, we believe that our Trio TP cone crusher range leads
the industry in terms of reliability, productivity, ease of
operation and maintenance.”

The entire Trio® TP cone crusher range is backed by the Weir
Minerals Services network, operating in over 70 countries
across the globe.      
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Greater efficiency, less wear and higher
productivity with our new QJ341+ 
Sandvik Construction Mobile Crushers and
Screens will be introducing a new addition to
the 341 jaw crusher range with the launch of the
new QJ341+. This new model incorporates a
double deck pre-screen as standard, broadening
our offering of the bestselling QJ341 mobile jaw
crusher in order to meet customer requirements.

The new pre-screen feature on the QJ341 provides high
amplitude for excellent separation. This enables the removal
of a large amount of fines, resulting in greater efficiency,
higher productivity and less wear on the crusher. The QJ341+
will therefore be particularly effective in quarrying
applications where a high proportion of fines in the feed
material are found, as the new pre-screen ‘screens out’ this
material prior to entering the crushing chamber. Test results
have already demonstrated increased productivity by as much
as 38% in certain applications.  

To complement the pre-screen, we have designed a new
telescopic natural fines conveyor, with a discharge height of
3.1m / 10’3” to deal with the increased flow of pre-screened
material. The dirt chute has been designed with a steeper
angle to enable a faster transfer of material, whilst also
increasing the ability to deal with sticky material. The three
position dirt chute allows all material passing the pre-screen
grizzly to be diverted onto either the main conveyor or the
natural fines conveyor.  In the middle position it allows a
screened product to be produced out from the fines conveyor.
All of this is done by positioning the three way chute without
removing any media from the pre-screen.

Our QJ341+ model will include the same customer-focused
characteristics as the standard model, including: hydraulically
adjustable CSS setting, reversible jaw and hydraulic drive
enabling the crusher to start under load, thereby maximizing
uptime.  It also has features purposefully designed to provide
you with total control and peace of mind, such as the Sandvik
PLC control system and control screen.

Other benefits of the QJ341+ include a new improved self-
locking hopper for quick and safe set-up from ground level.
Improvements have also been made to the main conveyor to
reduce drag. The QJ341+ has also been fitted with highly
efficient bent axis and radial piston motors throughout, which
will reduce hydraulic flow rates and increase fuel economy as
well as improving durability. 

Key features include: 

• Double deck pre-screen for removal of fines

• Fitted with a choice of CAT or Volvo emissions compliant
engine  

• Self-locking hopper, for quick and safe set-up from ground
level

• New low drag main conveyor for maximum power transfer
and efficiency

• Full PLC control system and color screen allowing visual
data output of all plant operating parameters

• Hydraulically raise and lower facility on the main conveyor 

We believe that this new addition to our already bestselling
jaw crusher range will strengthen our offering and enable us
to deliver solutions which are more specifically tailored to our
customers’ needs. 

Key Specifications:  
Equipment                   Single toggle C12 jaw crusher
Feed Opening              1200 x 750 mm / 47” x 29” 
Optimum Feed Size      650 mm / 25½
Transport Length         14.72 m / 48’3”             Working Length  16.03 m / 52’6”
Transport Height          3.72 m / 12’2”               Working Height   4.38 m / 14’4”
Transport Width           2.80 m / 9’2”                 Working Width    6.39 m / 20’11”
Weight (Standard)       47,330 kg / 104,345 lbs
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Owned and operated by CEMEX UK the
operation at Angerstein Wharf is a one of the
largest operations within the company,
supplying London with over a million tonnes of
aggregates per annum.

The original plant which incorporates Cedarapids screens from
the USA was installed in 2006 and the screens have been
troublesome since the initial installation which required
intermittent welding due to frame failure. This meant that to
order a new screen from the USA meant a ten week lead time.
With such an intensive operation it was vital to find a solution
to the problem and in due course CMB International (who
have successfully installed screens at Northfleet and other
CEMEX operations) were called in to look at the issues and
provide a solution.

24/7 operation:

Working on a two shift, 24/7 operation with truck loading
done around the clock it is imperative that the production is
continuous. With a small 5 acre footprint stockpiles are around
5000 tonnes with a daily production the same. With a 24/7
two shift system this facilitates the despatch of up to 5000
tonnes into London daily.

The solution:

After a site visit and a thorough inspection CMB sat down
with David Whitby to discuss a solution. As Angerstein shared
a ‘spare screen’ with Northfleet it was imperative that this be
maintained in the most efficient way possible. This however
had been a problem in the past as Angerstein is a twin
production line and the screens are ‘handed’ left and right.

Martin Brough – Director of CMB International, commented,
“Apart from a better designed screen replacement it was
obvious that if we designed another screen which could be
handed either side then only one stand-by would be required
as this would fit either Angerstein or the CEMEX operation at
Northfleet.”

Therefore not only did CMB supply a new replacement of a
new design for the screen frame they also resolved the
configuration problem with the supply of a brand new
‘unhanded’ spare screen at the same time. The new
replacement screen features a complete new live frame
including side plates and incorporates an extra-long ‘doubler’
plate, decks, feed boot and discharge lips. Any parts of the
vibrator unit that were in good condition were reused with all
other parts replaced. Like the screen at Northfleet the amount
of G-force being applied to the new screen was reduced whilst
it was running to help prolong the life of the decks and the
side plates.

Unit Manager - David Whitby, commented, “Now CMB have
manufactured us a new spare screen with the drive system
sitting on top it no longer matters where the screen is
required, either here or at Northfleet as we share the ‘spare’.
This has not only made replacing a screen more efficient but is

www.hub-4.com  July 2016 - Issue 39

CEMEX Angerstein
back into full
production with a
‘new design’ CMB
Aggregate Screen

Installing the screen
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also a huge cost saving by not having to swap the
configuration. This has now eliminated any ongoing issues
and also consolidated the amount of spares that Angerstein
and Northfleet require. So we will have one spare screen
ready for either operation which can be quickly exchanged
at either site in the case of failure with the faulty screen
being repaired and then put back into ‘standby’; it’s perfect!
Any total screen failure now means two days before back up
in full operation, whereas previously it was a week plus
downtime.”

“The new design screen installation by CMB has resolved so
many long standing issues and since commissioning it has
performed with no problems whatsoever. We are very happy
as not only do we have a dual spare, we are now completely
self-sufficient as we haven’t had to import any material to
satisfy our demand when we had extensive downtime.”

www.hub-4.com/directory/185

In the CMB workshop

New and used static & mobile quarry plant, 
spares and on-site maintenance

LITTLE ALTON FARM, THE ALTONS, RAVENSTONE, LEICESTERSHIRE LE67 2AA UK T: +44 (0) 1530 563600

www.cmb.uk.com
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PREMIER ES303 screen boosts
production and efficiency at
Texas sand and gravel plant

A new Metso vibrating screen is getting high marks for productivity, efficiency and
maintainability at the Woodlands Sand & Gravel Plant in Conroe, Texas. 

Before installing the PREMIER ES303  screen from Metso, the company had experienced
declining reliability and costly, time-consuming downtime to replace screening media on its
old vibrating equipment. The new Metso PREMIER ES303 screen, in operation since early
2015, is operating smoothly, and helping to boost production and efficiency at the plant.

The Woodlands Plant is located in Conroe, Texas, approximately 40 miles north of Houston.
It is owned and operated by Lehigh Hanson, Inc., one of North America’s leading aggregates
producers. Lehigh Hanson operates more than 200 aggregates plants in the USA, and its
parent company, HeidelbergCement, is the largest aggregates producer worldwide.
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A new solution for screening

The Woodlands Plant is situated on the West Fork of the San
Jacinto River where, according to Plant Manager Jay Jackson,
an electric dredge is used to mine natural sand and gravel.
Material is pumped from the dredge to the plant through a
pipeline, where it enters a velocity box, or tank, which
separates the gravel from the sand. The sand is then pumped
in below the screen, while the clay and gravel are processed
through the screen.

“The gravel goes across the Metso screen,” says Jackson,” and
that’s what we’re using the Metso screen for – the natural
washed gravel.” The PREMIER ES303 uses urethane screening
media on all three decks. The top deck screens the clay; the
middle deck is used for mid-size gravel, and the bottom deck is
for the extra fine gravel that drops through the bottom of the
screen. The PREMIER ES303 also features three water spray
bars on it to spray the gravel, and remove the clay.

The choice of the Metso PREMIER ES303 vibrating screen
came as Lehigh Hanson identified a need to modernize their
production capabilities at the Woodlands Plant, requiring an
efficient screen that was capable of both producing gravel to
their specifications, and reducing maintenance and downtime.
The new vibrating screen would replace their existing 6x20
incline screen, which had reached the end of its useful life. In
addition, the process of replacing the screening media on the
old screen was labor-intensive and time consuming.

As part of a thorough review of vibrating screen brands on the
market, Lehigh Hanson contacted Crisp Industries, Inc.,
Metso’s crushing and screening distributor in the state of
Texas. Crisp Industries promoted the new PREMIER ES303
screen to Lehigh Hanson. This new design for horizontal
screens does not rely on shafts timed with gears to create an
elliptical motion, and therefore has fewer parts to contend
with. In addition, when a bearing change is required, the quick
change out for Metso’s MV (Modular Vibrator) mechanism
requires less downtime than a traditional horizontal screen.
Lehigh Hanson felt these were important benefits for their
operation. Greg Venghaus, Territory Salesman at Crisp,
assessed the existing situation at the Woodlands Plant and
suggested replacing the old incline screen with the ES303
“They liked the new technology,” says Venghaus, “and were
willing to be the first to adopt it.”

Enhanced screening efficiency

The Metso PREMIER ES303 is a high-energy horizontal screen
is designed to deliver up to 25% more screening capacity
compared to conventional screens of the same size. The two
unbalanced shaft lines in the screen rotate in opposite
directions, generating a high-energy elliptical motion. This
aggressive screening action enables the PREMIER ES to
separate materials with consistency and accuracy, even in
damp and sticky conditions.

According to Jay Jackson, the new PREMIER ES303 screen at
the Woodlands Plant fit into the same footprint as the old
screen, requiring only minor modifications. “We just pulled old
one out, and put this one in,” he says. Crisp Industries
provided project management and installation services for the
ES303 screen, under the direction of Doug Swoveland,
Operations Manager at the company’s branch in Seguin, Texas.

Although improving reliability and reducing downtime were
the primary goals with the new screen, increasing production
and efficiency were strong factors as well. I think it’s done very
well,” says Jackson, “and it has increased both production and
efficiency.” Chad Miraglia, Operations Manager at the
Woodlands Plant, says that “With rock and clay, we are
probably doing an average of 100 tph over it,” adding that
“I’ve seen it do 160-170 tph of rock production at its highest.”

Exceeding expectations

Metso PREMIER ES screens are also designed for optimal
durability and maintainability. Screen media changes are quick
and easy. “It’s absolutely wonderful, the way we change out
screening media.” says Chad Miraglia. “The old screen had the
big metal screens that were very difficult to install, very time
consuming.  Now if we want to make a screen change, it’s very
fast, very efficient. It does a very good job.”

The new PREMIER ES303 screen is proving to be a big hit with
the entire team at the Woodlands plant. “I can tell from my
employees’ standpoint, that they absolutely love it,” says
Miraglia. “They rave about it. In every respect, time saving,
cost effectiveness, it’s above our expectations so far.”

www.hub-4.com/directory/560
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On the road again
Chris Cox, JCB’s General Manager for the waste
and recycling sector looks at the benefits of
selecting waste and recycling machines with
multi-site capability. 

Moving machines between sites has always been important,
but with increased pressures on budgets and the need to
maximise efficiencies, it is now more vital than ever. 

Reduced costs and ‘downtime’

Choosing a waste and recycling machine with ‘roading ability’
can therefore prove a huge asset to any operator running
multiple sites. By moving the machine quickly, efficiently and
safely between locations, operating time can be increased and
efficiencies maximised. 

Using machines that can go on the road means no haulage
costs, third-party operator fees, or delays as you can simply
drive the machine to where it is needed. 

Acquisition costs can also be significantly reduced with fewer
machines purchased. Very basic material handlers
(affectionately known as ‘rubber ducks’) are used on some
sites, but you need one for every site as they cannot to be
‘roaded’. However, choosing a roadworthy machine instead
means operators can split the machine’s duties between two
or three sites within a reasonable distance; potentially one
machine can do the work of three. Buy the right machine and
you could save £150k against the costs of a shovel and
excavator with similar capabilities, for example.

Savings can be made on fuel, operator, depreciation,
maintenance and service costs, when one machine can do the
job of many. 

What machine should you choose? 

As always it is imperative to assess what materials the
machine will be shifting, where it’s moving it to and how
much room there is to do it. Once that’s confirmed, you can
look at ‘roading’ capabilities. The JCB 5CX Wastemaster, for
example, can go up to 40kph and comes with a choice of
tyres and three steer modes, meaning it can easily handle a
road journey. JCB has calculated that for 10 sites in one large
area, the same results could be achieved using two to three
JCB 5CX Wastemasters as 10 excavators, because of their
ability to travel between sites safely and efficiently.  

Road features

Roading machines are designed to enhance operator comfort
and maximise efficiency. Look for options such as ‘autodrive’
which automatically maintains the chosen engine speed. With
Autodrive the operator can remove their foot from the throttle
pedal, reducing effort and fatigue. Additionally, a machine
with torquelock reduces fuel consumption by up to 25% when
roading, and is delivered via a 4SPD Power Shift Transmission.

Smoothride is another to look out for. It minimises bounce
when roading providing increased comfort, travel speed, and
less wear on the loader arms. 

Visibility is also crucial. The machine operator must be able to
see other road users and pedestrians at all times and from
various angles. Machines should have large windows and
reversing cameras to ensure everyone is kept safe. 

Get your business moving

Cutting costs and improving efficiency is an important part of
any business, if you’d like to know more about how to make
your waste and recycling more mobile contact your dealer. 

www.jcbwastemaster.com
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The GDC Group, part of global heating products
manufacturer Glendimplex, has recently
purchased a CASE 521F XT waste configuration
wheeled loader.

Supplied by CASE dealer Warwick Ward from the company’s
Redditch branch, the CASE 521 FXT will be used in GDC
Group’s recycling process at their brickworks manufacturing
plant in Brierley Hill, West Midlands.

The only plant of its type in the UK, it produces 2 million
bricks per year for use in the Glendimplex range of electric
storage heaters. During production any bricks that are
cosmetically damaged, which equates to approximately 3% of
production, are then recycled at the site and used in the
production of new ones.

The main task of the CASE 521F XT is to load the bricks into
the plant’s crushers and move the iron ore from the storage
area into the plant, so a robust, fuel efficient machine was
required.

Part of CASE’s renowned F Series range, the 521F XT wheeled
loader is ideally suited for material handling duties in this
type of challenging environment. Using a powerful-and-
efficient 4.5-litre Stage IIIb engine it delivers maximum power
for different work modes. It also benefits from SCR (Selective
Catalytic Reduction). This allows the engine to run at peak
performance, which provides faster throttle response while
also maintaining lower temperatures and delivering up to
20% better fuel efficiency over other solutions.

Economy is optimised even further with auto-idle and auto-
shutdown features. Plus, SCR is simple. No Diesel Particulate
Filter regeneration or replacement. No extra downtime and no
extreme temperature spikes.

Previously, the GDC Group always leased machines for this
task at Brierley Hill, but when their current lease was up they
decided to look into purchasing a machine. As part of this
process they approached CASE dealer Warwick Ward and
other well-known construction equipment manufacturers.
After careful evaluation and testing they decided to purchase
an F Series 521 FXT wheeled loader.

“After looking at and comparing various machines from
several manufacturers we thought the CASE wheeled loader
offered the best value for money against similar machines in
this class,” said Paul Taylor, operations manager. “We also
really liked Warwick Ward and CASE’s proposition, to let us
trial the machine on-site before we purchased. 

“We originally went to several of the other leading
manufactures, and CASE was the only one prepared to let us
have the machine on trial. This was a major factor for us, as
we had not used CASE machines before. One manufacturer
would only let us trial their machine if we agreed to purchase
it! 

The company was also impressed by the aftersales service and
maintenance package offered by Warwick Ward, as well as the
extra advice they got regarding buckets and teeth.

“Warwick Ward also advised us to take a Hardox hardened
bucket as we are working with and moving such abrasive
material – broken bricks and iron ore, so we have decided to
go with that option.” adds Paul Taylor.

The 10 tonne class CASE 521F XT is available with XR
(Extended Reach) linkage for a greater dump height and
versatility and a XT (Tool Carrier/Parallel Linkage) for
maximum utility, excellent visibility and parallel lift.

Operator comfort is also catered for with the CASE 521 FXT -
offering one of the industry’s quietest and most spacious cabs
with class-leading visibility thanks to floor-to-ceiling windows,
a low rear hood and an optional rear-view camera. The
ergonomic, state-of-the-art joystick steering helps reduce
operator fatigue while an ISO-mount cab design, dual air
filtration system and optional heated air-ride seat help
provide daylong comfort.
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BlueMAC’s fines clean-up plant at
KCM Rotherham is a huge success

KCM have operated
on this large
Rotherham site since
1996, and ideally
located near the M1
and M18, they cover
Sheffield, Rotherham,
Barnsley, Doncaster
and Chesterfield.
They have 70 staff,
operate two daily
shifts, 6 days a week,
and the main input
streams are C&D,

general trade waste from local councils and
businesses, transfer waste from other stations,
kerbside collections, as well as material from
their own 23 trade waste vehicles.

They have purchased a huge variety of Blue machines over the
past 20 years including BlueMAC plant, Fuchs, Doppstadt and
Powerscreen. They have a complete BlueMAC SRF plant, a
bespoke 12 bay BlueMAC picking station with integrated
feeder and trommel, and more recently a complete BlueMAC
fines clean-up system.

Mark Hickling, partner at KCM talked with us about the
operation “The fines clean-up system includes a brand new
BlueMAC air separator, the first one to be installed in the UK,
a long piece separator which takes out long pieces of material
and spreads the remaining material more evenly on the belt.
I’d advise anyone looking for this type of system to include
one of these, because it spreads the material over the belt so
that the over-band magnet can then operate much more
efficiently. BlueMAC put huge amounts of effort into making
sure that this piece of kit was fully optimised for our site, and
their engineers spent lots of time here on site to make that
happen.”

“We’ve had a great relationship with Blue and their service is
very good indeed – there are a big outfit but there is always
someone you can get hold of. We have a very busy operation
so minimum downtime is really important to us, and all of our
machines have been maintained really well by BlueMAC and

Blue’s service team. Throughput is very high on the site and
we separate out as many different materials as possible to
keep land-fill to an absolute minimum. We also blend different
materials where possible to give final usable products that we
can then sell on.”

Walking around the plant Mark pointed out the fact that
BlueMAC’s attention to detail in the manufacture of plant is
excellent, providing those detailed finishing touches that do
make a huge difference such as ease of access, walkway
quality and even good quality fitted plastic caps on the ends
of tubular handrails.

Mark further explained “Once the smaller fraction material
has passed through the fines clean-up, the finished ‘light’
product here is very clean because of the shredding process
provided by the  Doppstadt shredder, it shreds the material
using more teeth and then splits the material apart moving it
more evenly through the machine. Once this light material
comes off the belt to the stockpile we have a totally open
sided but covered area for storage as this is much safer
because of the heat omitted by the material. We are also
looking to expand this area of the site with the addition of a
new burner and dryer for drying material to achieve a better
CV, and also lose some weight from the material.”

Mark Hickling, partner at KCM

Mark highlights the great design features

The long piece separator
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The light fraction separated
in the Typhoon goes into RDF
production

“Working with Blue, we have found simplicity is best, and the
proof is here on this site with a highly effective overall system
flow comprising shredder, trommel, air separation, picking
station, magnets, eddy current, and an end shredder. With a
new DMR line planned very soon, we will look to expand the
business to separate out cardboard, glass, plastic bottles, and
metal tins due to increased demand from the local area’s
recycling needs.”

Fines Clean Up 

The Fines Clean Up Plant is fed from the +50mm material
extracted from the BlueMAC recycling plant previously
installed at the site. The hopper, loaded by a Fuchs material
handler feeds the long piece separator before an over-band
magnet extracts the ferrous. The material is then fed to a flip-
flow screen taking out the -10mm material, with the
remainder being fed into the UK’s first BlueMAC
Typhoon Air Density Separator.  The main
concept of the Typhoon is material
being fed, via an acceleration belt 

to an ‘ejection edge’. From there, material falls into an up
current, generated through an adjustable air jet which is
attached to the machine underneath the feeding belt. The air
stream meets the upper area of a rotation drum, which
takes any light material over the top and into an
expansion chamber. Heavy material, unaffected
by the air jet, falls below onto a conveyor
which extracts this denser material
from the machine.

The light fraction separated in the Typhoon goes into RDF production with the heavies being crushed along
with other rubble coming into the site by a Powerscreen Premiertrak 300 jaw. The resulting 6F2 is then sold
for road construction.

For more information please visit www.blue-group.com

www.hub-4.com/directory/2260
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Riverside Machinery Ltd are
pleased to announce, Sahara
(Melkham) Ltd have recently taken
delivery of a new Portafill 5000
screening plant.

Sahara (Melkham) Ltd are a family owned
company run their own landfill and waste
recycling facility. In addition, they run a hire
fleet of crushing and screening equipment.

This latest edition to their fleet is being put to
work on their landfill along with servicing
rental requirements in the local area.

Standout features on the machine include
3.2m x 1.2m screenbox which are fitted with
fingers top and bottom deck, 750mm wide
side conveyors and 1000mm wide oversize
conveyor. 

John O'Neill comments "we are delighted
Sahara has chosen the Portafill machine. It is
an extremely compact machine yet offers high
production due to the high enery screenbox.
We have enjoyed a great relationship with
Mark and Andy at Sahara over the years and
we wish them all the best with the latest
edition to their fleet".

If you would like more info on this product or
any of our other products, please do not
hesitate to contact the team at Riverside
Machinery on Tel 07766 405688. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/12459

Sahara (Melksham)
Ltd increase their
arsenal with a
Portafill 5000

www.bruce-eng.co.uk  | 028 8676 3684
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Self-Cleaning Screening Star
System Patented

Doppstadt Still Leading in the Invention of
Intelligent Environmental Technologies 

The patent is numbered DE 11 2012 005 006 B4
and it refers to a method to clean star screen
machines during operation. I. e. the machines
needn’t stop for cleaning operations. Even wet
material can be screened without interruption;
materials that may stick to the cleaning stars
can easily be patted off. The most interesting
feature of this system: The cleaning procedure
does not require any additional equip-ment. The
machine actually cleans itself. 

And this is how it works: Star screen machines have several
screening stars arranged side by side on a shaft recirculating
the input material and discharging it according to the size and
density. During this process the space between the stars is
clogged, stones can get trapped. The patent permits the stars
to clean each other because the star fingers gear into the
space of the neighbouring star screen shaft. For this purpose,
the longest star finger of a screening star is equipped with a
metal piece, which strikes the neighbouring star screen shaft
thus shaking off the adherent materials. At the same time the
metal exten-sion does not only achieve an efficient cleaning
effect, but it also reduces the wear of the striking finger to a
minimum. 

By the invention of the self-cleaning screening stars Doppstadt
underlines once again its innovation and solution competence
in the field of environmental technology. As leading supplier of
intelligent envi-ronmental technology, the enterprise aims to
improve the solutions it has found. This means that almost all
of our systems are mobile, flexible and compatible: They are
versatile, they can be adapted to new requirements within a
few minutes by exchanging components and the combination
with other ma-chines converts them into new, comprehensive
solutions.

Of course this also applies to the well-known and proven
models of Doppstadt screens SM 518 and SM 620: They can
be operated either with a trommel or with a screening deck.
The components can be ex-changes without tools within 45
minutes. Both models are suited for mobile und stationary use.
The HS Selector is a new separation system in the star screen
product range. In combination with a pre-shredder of the DW
series, an outstanding near-mesh grain screening and return of
the oversize into the pre-shredder can be achieved. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/17433
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One training solution but not a
one-size-fits-all approach
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Following our recent acquisition of SERAC UK, we are rolling out our own “one stop shop” to some of our multi - sited customers
who require a consistent and efficient training service across multiple UK sites. In our experience, to be effective, the appointed
training supplier must always be prepared to learn and invest time in integrating with your business. When it comes to training,
relevance is key - one size does not fit all.

We believe it’s most vital that the coordinators who arrange training for your business have a comprehensive understanding of
any training courses or qualifications offered. Always ask how they achieve this and how this is fed through to your teams.

A good provider should be able to answer all these questions and give you confidence that your business’ unique needs will be
met, if not exceeded. 

With competence now a real priority for businesses and managers already struggling for time in busy working days, the right
provider can make all the difference. 

For more information on Mentor’s complete training, qualification and assessment solution, please call 01246
555222 or visit stand 4J49 at RWM from 13th to 15th September at NEC Birmingham.

We’ve prepared a quick fire checklist of must-ask questions when recruiting a training provider:

• What systems do you use?

• What are your quality control methods for those systems and processes?

• What accreditations or standards do you work to and what accreditations do you yourselves hold?

• How often do you complete supplier audits and what are your methods of association with a provider?

• How will our business work with you and what are the communication channels?

• How will you demonstrate visibility of learner outcomes?

• What methods of evaluation do you use and how are the results reviewed and actioned?

• Why do you feel that you are the best provider for our business?

• Who will manage and coordinate our training requirements? (always aim for a small pool of contacts but more than just
one; this can limit your service provision) 

• Commercials – check costs, terms and conditions, invoicing and the release of certification

In the complex and hectic
world of waste recycling,
busy managers seek a
simple and efficient
solution to sourcing the full
training provision for their
entire workforce. With such
a wide range of courses
available, finding the right
options (at the right price)
can be challenging. 

Many busy organisations who need
to ensure all staff are competent in
their specific job role, rely on
brokers to manage their full training
requirement. But providing a
complete training solution brings its
own challenges, so how can you be
sure that your broker fully
understands the needs of your
business and each of your
employee’s competencies? Not to
mention their suppliers’
competencies and methods of
quality control?
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Second CRS Trommel Fines
System installed in Thorncliffe
following the success of the first
system.   
Once again CRS have provided the solution to
the trommel fines problem for Thorncliffe
Building Supplies. CRS are renowned for their
trommel fines clean-up system, which comprises
their award winning patented flip flow screen.
Time after time, customers have chosen this
option for their trommel fines solution for the
same reasons, robust build, cleaner material
and consistent results.

Thorncliffe Building Supplies

Thorncliffe Building Supplies is one of the largest independent
builder’s merchant in North Wales and the North West of
England.  They provide a range of waste management
solutions for domestic and commercial customers and operate
a dedicated waste management and recycling facility, which
diverts waste from landfill. They provide a comprehensive skip
hire service with extensive choice for a range of purposes and
provide a trade waste collection service for commercial
premises and a muck away service for the construction
industry.

Thorncliffe operate a sustainable licensed waste management
and recycling facility for domestic, commercial and
construction waste. From tipping to site clearances, they
provide an efficient and cost-effective waste management

solution. Within their waste handling facility, they strive to
recycle as much material as possible and turn what is left into
a valuable resource to divert waste away from landfill.

Thorncliffe strive to offer the most competitive service, helping
their customers to reduce annual waste management costs
and therefore require a plant which guaranteed them high
production and low maintenance.

Challenge

The relationship began between CRS and Thorncliffe over 5
years ago when they were looking for a solution for their
trommel fines for their site in Abergele.  Their request was to
process C&D & C&I material so it was essential that the plant
was extremely robust and could withstand the most abrasive
materials at high throughput.  The first plant was a CRS fines
system which further processed trommel fines produced on
site.

Following the success of the trommel fines system, Thorncliffe
came back to CRS for a solution for their complete recycling
facility; which expanded their facility to enable them to
achieve an additional MSW waste stream.  This facility
included a shredder, trommel, air separation unit, manual
picking, baling and wrapping. Due to expansion, Thorncliffe
acquired a site in Mold, where initially CRS installed a feeding
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system, trommel and a picking station as phase
1 of a two phase development.  The second
phase has now been completed with the
installation of the trommel fines system on
their new site.

Thorncliffe’s new plant is currently recycling
existing trommel fines produced on site.  The
material currently being recycled is mostly MSW
from council collections together with C&D &
C&I waste.

CRS trommel fines system process

The trammel fines material is broken up
immediately from the loading hopper with a
regulating drum, where metal is immediately
recovered through a twin pole high powered
magnet conveyor.

Fines are then removed with an aggressive flip
flow screen that can cope with extremely
damp, sticky material.  The material is then fed
through an air separation unit which further
separates the larger hard core from the light
material.  This ASU unit is a unique double
drum air separation unit with flip flow screen is
the only system of its kind on the market and
enhances CRS’s already patented and high
performing direct drive flip flow system driving
both decks ensuring maximum agitation.  

It is a unique design using two high powered
fans directed through two separate adjustable
air nozzles working in conjunction with the
double drums to produce an even cleaner
material and a more effective separation.

Results & Success

Tim Harper, Managing Director - Thorncliffe
Recycling, commented, “Due to the success of
our first CRS Fines Recovery System installed

over 5 years
ago we continued to invest in a
complete turnkey plant with CRS
and have now just installed our
second fines recovery system for
a new site, to expand our
business and provide an
efficient and cost-effective
waste management
solution.”

Sean Conlon, Managing
Director of CRS NI Ltd
commented, “We have
worked with  Thorncliffe
for over 5 years and
built a great
relationship  to
understand their specific
requirements to provide
them with waste
solutions over the last
few years and we are
delighted to now install
our second Fines
Recovery System. ” 

Not only do CRS offer a
static option for trommel
fines recovery they also
offer a mobile version.  

To find out how CRS can
help resolve your trommel
fines problems, or for further
information please visit
www.crsni.com contact
marketing@crsni.com or call
028 807 60496.

Recycling

www.hub-4.com/directory/12773

CRS Appoint New Distributor for North

West of USA (Pat Lowe, MD Powerscreen

Washington & Sean Conlon, MD CRS)

Coming soon, the launch of New Mobile

Picking Station - the only 4 Bay Mobile

Picking Station on the market! 
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Matpro Machinery recently provided a new
Backers Star Screen machine for Forth Resource
Man-agement (FRM), to facilitate the separation
of compost in all weather conditions. 

FRM have sites all across Scotland and primarily deal with the
transformation of locally collected garden waste into quality
compost which is then sold back to gardeners, landscapers
and farmers. 

Operating since 2002, the company has grown considerably,
from producing 1000 tonnes in year one, to over 70,000
tonnes that it currently produces across the whole of South
East Scotland.  

The new mobile Backers Star Screen 3MTAL machine has had
a considerable impact on daily op-erations, enabling FRM to
process much higher volumes across its various composting
sites, re-gardless of the material conditions.

The new machine - a Backers 3MTAL is a three fraction Star
Screen, which separates organic ma-terial in sizes ranging
from -14mm, 14-40mm to 40mm+. 

Some of its features include an extra long Coarse Deck which
ensures optimal separation of mate-rials during extreme
weather, an automatic cleaning mechanism in the Fine Deck
and an onboard Windsifter which helps to remove any
contaminants. 

Alex Dunbar, Operations Director at Forth Resource
Management said: "We are seeing more and more extremes
in our weather which means that the condition of our
compost is more variable dur-ing screening operations,
making it a much more challenging process.

We have had a lot of past experience with Star Screens, but
we wanted a machine which could guarantee the processing
of material throughout our different sites in all weather
conditions.

Our new fully equipped Backers 3MTAL has allowed us to
process material with a higher moisture content, as well as
dealing with drier material, without compromising
productivity and efficiency. 

Obviously this is having such a positive impact on our
operations, allowing us to screen more mate-rial in less time
whilst giving a very consistent and uniform product.

Matpro Machinery were very methodical in their response to
our requirements and we are delighted with the sales and
after sales service we have received from them, to date."

Ben McQuaid, Director at Matpro Machinery also commented:
"FRM had very specific require-ments; to provide a machine
which would enable them to operate in challenging weather
conditions across Scotland, whilst still being able to process
large tonnages on a daily basis.

We throughly enjoyed working on this challenging project and
we are confident that we have provid-ed the best solution to
this challenge."

To learn more about Backers Star Screens, visit
http://matpro.co.uk/backers-starscreen/ or to find out more
about all of our services here at Matpro Machinery, call us on
0141 354 1330. 

Matpro Machinery
facilitates all weather
composting for FRM

www.hub-4.com/directory/17280
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Factory visits after the show.
Ireland is one of Europe’s most exciting
countries to visit. Why not stay longer, come
to the show and our factory visits and then
enjoy this stunning country and everything
that Ireland has to offer. Only 1 hour’s
motorway drive from Dublin Airport 
to Molloy’s quarry, Tullamore 
offers a great choice of high 
quality accommodation

COME TO THE HOME OF
CRUSHING & SCREENING

Ireland’s construction & quarry machinery
show with over 200 exhibition stands

21-22 april 2017

April 21st - 22nd 2017
Molloy’s Quarry, Tullamore, Co. Offaly, Ireland

For more information contact Brian Coogan:
Email: brian@machinerymovers.ie  Tel: +353 8343 35968
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Recycling

New high frequency wet processing equipment
from CDEnviro has made it easier for SUEZ to
achieve end-of-waste/waste-derived material
accreditation on its final products at its
commercial depot and transfer station in
Willenhall, West Midlands. 

Plant downtime due to plant wear and blockages when
processing road sweepings and other waste material is also a
thing of the past for SUEZ thanks to the CO:FLO cleansing
system. 

Road sweepings and construction and demolition materials
can be difficult to process, particularly in water treatment
systems, where the process is complicated by the issue of the
physical and chemical cleanliness of the waste material. 

Martin Bladon, SUEZ Site Manager at Willenhall, said: “Since
the CO:FLO was installed on our road sweepings processing
plant, it has operated without issue and virtually zero
maintenance. We have noticed a significant increase in the
level of contamination in our centrifuge cake which is a
testament to the effectiveness of the CO:FLO.  There is also
the added bonus of being able to increase plant throughput
due to this new level of performance. 

“As a result, our sand and aggregate products are now within
the aggregate quality protocol limits and can be de-classified
as waste and certified for re-use. This is a significant milestone
not just for SUEZ but also for the road sweeping process
industry as a whole and we are proud to be leading the way.
We continue to work with CDEnviro in our joint goal of
achieving sustainable revenue generating outlets for all of the
recycled materials produced by our plant.”

Sean Dobbs, Product Development Engineer with CDEnviro,
added: “We worked with world renowned university, Trinity
College Dublin, to develop this solution to improve our water
treatment system and in turn increase the quality of our
customers’ final products. The research project led us to

develop the CO:FLO, which
results in 5-10 times cleaner
water than that of a
traditional high rate
clarification system. The
CO:FLO marks a significant
step forward in technology,
emphasised by the multiple
patents pending around the
design.” 

Reducing risks

The CO:FLO is designed to
enhance health and safety
for onsite operators. All
chemical addition points and
chemical storage are
enclosed within the unit,
therefore minimising contact

and greatly reducing the risks associated with handling
chemicals. 

Additionally, an operator access roller door is interlocked with
the main door ensuring operator safety when changing
intermediate bulk container (IBCs). Operators can process
materials more quickly thanks to the modular design which
allows rapid site erection, speeding up the commissioning
process. 

CDEnviro designs and manufactures a range of waste
reduction and recycling equipment for application in the
sewage, wastewater, waste management and utility industries.
These high performance, high efficiency materials recovery
and recycling systems have been developed to substantially
reduce waste to landfill and maximise the production of
commercial grade products from a number of waste streams. 

www.cdenviro.com

Waste de-classification
made easier for SUEZ
thanks to CDEnviro

www.hub-4.com/directory/163
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One of the North West’s leading
waste management operations
choose Marubeni Komatsu to
renew their fleet in order maintain
on site productivity and safeguard

Marubeni-Komatsu customer CCC Waste
Management is one of the North West’s leading
waste management operations and a family
business success story.

The business is today run by Sean Munro, who continues to
grow the business his father started back in 1986. 

Originally CCC Waste was a haulage and excavation business,
but over recent years the operation has expanded and
changed focus. Today CCC Waste has three key areas of
operation – recycled aggregates, waste management and skip
hire.

Renewing the Fleet

As their recycled aggregates business plays such an important
part in their operation, CCC Waste recently made the decision
to renew their fleet of excavators and wheel loaders. Having
been impressed with their previous Komatsu machines, they
discussed their requirements with the team at Marubeni-
Komatsu and subsequently placed an order for 10 new
machines. 

CCC Waste’s new fleet is now made up of four WA470 Wheel
Loaders (with full waste handler spec), four PC210LC
Hydraulic Excavators and two PC138US Short Tail Swing
Excavators. 

All these machines are in daily use on their 20-acre site, but
are also available to be hired out for use on customer sites as
required. 

All the new machines were delivered during May “It was a
wonderful month” said CCC Waste’s Sales & Marketing
Manager, Peter Cronin.

“Every few days, more brand new equipment would arrive
from Marubeni-Komatsu. It seemed a shame to have to get
them dirty” he commented. 

The machines were chosen to replace their existing Komatsu
machines, as they were keen to ensure they maintained an
efficient, working fleet. “If the plant’s down, we stop – and
we can’t afford for that to happen. So having new, up-to-date,
well serviced, well maintained machines is absolutely
essential for us. We’d never had any major issues with the old
machines but this timely management of our fleet will ensure
the on-going efficiency of our operations. A machine not
working for even a single day can have a considerable knock-
on effect on the productivity of the site” explained Peter. 

Their selection criteria was pretty simple. Peter explains; “The
machines have to be very reliable - ideally never breaking
down, they must be suitable for the job with the right
specification - which Komatsu always has been, and a quality
sales and aftersales service is essential to us. Then lastly the
Marubeni- Komatsu maintenance deal gives us the
reassurance of knowing the machines will always be serviced
to full Komatsu specifications. And should a machine break
down, we know we’ll have a fitter on-site right away to
resolve the problem. That way the machines are nearly always
in operation.” 

So again it’s Komatsu’s renowned reliability and aftersales
service that proved the deciding factor for CCC Waste, in
keeping their business operational and productive at all times.

“If the plant’s down, we stop – and we
can’t afford for that to happen. Having
up-to-date, well serviced machines is
absolutely essential for us”

www.hub-4.com/directory/537
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Recycling

Are you looking for waste screening equipment
that separates rather than crushes material, and
runs smoothly in all weather conditions?
Screening buckets are excavator-friendly and,
thanks to their hydraulic system, virtually
impossible to block. They screen material that
other products won’t, and will work all year
round allowing you to recycle materials on site,
saving your time and money.

Often used in conjunction with a crushing bucket, screening
buckets can help to reduce crushing times by up to 60%,
allowing you to salvage materials suited to the type of job
being carried out and to manage and reuse them in the best
way possible.

A screening bucket can be attached to excavators, wheel
loaders, backhoe-loaders or skid steers (ranging from 1 to
above 40 tonnes).  It is hydraulically driven, easy to use and
versatile. Featuring a number of screening blades made up in
different configurations (usually from 15-75mm spacing) they
allow different particle sizes (from 0-70mm) of screened
material depending on the requirements of the job.

Ideal for the primary selection, screening and separation of
natural materials, both before and after the crushing phase,
screening buckets are multifunctional tools ideal for a range
of applications including:

• Screening Topsoil: preparing topsoil for projects such as
landscaping, sports fields and large gardens.

• Padding and Backfilling: screening excavated materials for
reuse padding pipeline and cables.

• Composting: mixing and aerating materials to create high
nutritional soil.

• Industrial Applications: screening and separating raw
materials, even when wet and lumpy.

• Recycling: separating fines from recyclable material, for
example, screening construction waste before crushing
relevant materials for reuse.

• Screening Peat: – stones, stumps and roots can be
screening out to process light material.

REMU screening buckets from Worsley Plant are available to
rent or buy UK wide.  As well as an existing range of buckets,
two new recent innovations from REMU have also been
launched this year in the UK.  

The Crossover bucket (XO for short) is a totally new concept in
the attachment sector, offering customers the most versatile
attachment for their construction machinery.  Put simply it is a
bucket frame, which can be connected to several work
modules, enabling fast changes for different jobs.  Basically
you are changing the module instead of the bucket.
Changeover takes just 10 minutes!

The brand new PD3160 Padding Bucket, recently launched at
Hillhead 2016, is specially designed and manufactured with
most durable materials and up to date engineering in
screening buckets technology to fulfil requirements and

overcome challenges of pipeline projects, trench backfilling
and other demanding heavy duty applications.

Worsley Plant’s customers have already reaped the benefits of
using a REMU screening bucket.   Here are just a few
examples:

Rainbow Waste use a REMU screening bucket to streamline
working methods and achieve over 90% recycling of skip
waste.  The bucket paid for itself within the first 12 months of
operation, so was well worth the investment.  It has allowed
them to recycle over 90% of all skip waste and generate
additional revenue streams.   All this is working towards their
ultimate aim of eliminating any waste going to landfill.

Wyvis Plant and Power have used a REMU Screening Bucket
to save time, money and the environment in the Hydro Electric
Power Industry in the Scottish Highlands.  With some projects
involving laying pipeline of over 1km in length, there is a lot
of material being excavated, followed by the need to backfill
the newly laid pipes.  Screening on site, meant material could
be reused, rather than taken off and bought onto site,
especially in hard to reach areas in the mountainous terrain.

The success and versatility of screening
buckets: Recycle materials on site,
saving time and money

www.hub-4.com/directory/7833
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Shredders

The recycling wood market is
changing drastically, making it ever
more difficult to find a good and
profitable outlet. Reason why our
customer was looking for a
completely new out-of-the-box
wood processing plant.

Purpose is to separate the mixed waste wood
into A-B grade wood and C grade wood in
order to create added value. Furthermore, fines
should be avoided as much as possible. The
much appreciated clean A-B grade wood finds
its outlet into the panel board industry and C
grade wood is used in energy applications.

One shredder, many shredding
options / shredding sizes

Rentec designed and built an extremely
versatile, tailor made process plant to enhance
the quality of the A–B grade wood.

Main component of this plant is the Rentec
DINOSAURUS 2600 S slow speed shredder,
with its special double-function shafts. This
shredder is unique in its ability to shred coarse
and fine with the same shredder configuration.
A simple push on the button changes the
average output size from <500 mm to <150
mm.

Waste wood is fed into the Rentec
DINOSAURUS 2600 S shredder which performs
a first, coarse shredding, creating a minimum
of fines.

After the removal of this fines, the pre-crushed
wood is cleaned from ferro and non-ferro
metals, from inert fractions and light fractions
and separated into a A-B grade wood fraction
and a C grade wood fraction.

The separated wood fractions are then re-
shredded with the same Rentec DINOSAURUS
2600 S shredder, this time set into fine-mode-
operation, to obtain particle sizes that meet
the specs of the various outlets. (panel board
industry and energy).

Versatile bespoke plant separates
mixed wood into A-B grade wood and
C grade wood
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Bulk Handling
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Can you afford to miss the major event for bulk
and materials handling?

You can register NOW for your
free tickets to BULKEX16. Sign up
today to attend this autumn’s key
industry event in bulk and
materials handling – set to be
bigger and better than ever
before. The two-day event is
aimed at professionals,
organisations and academics
working in bulk materials
handling. It brings together the
highly-regarded professionals
that influence the industry and

offers visitors a great opportunity to attend an exhibition and
conference that includes leading suppliers of the technical
services and products the industry demands. Registration to
the event at the Harrogate International Centre on
Wednesday 5 October and Thursday 6 October is FREE.

We are delighted to announce our first five key
speakers for BULKEX 2016:

Philippe Frenay, Managing Director, UK and
Overseas, Aggregate Industries

Philippe joined Aggregate Industries in 2011 and has specific
responsibility for the Aggregates Divisions in the UK and
Overseas. Part of Aggregate Industries is Glensanda Quarry, a
super quarry situated on the banks of Loch Linnhe on the
West Coast of Scotland. Glensanda produces high quality
crushed granite to markets all across Northern Europe, from
washed sand through to off-shore armour material. Philippe
has extensive experience within the construction materials
industry, having worked for Aggregate Industries’ parent
company Holcim since 1990. 

Martin Downey, Bulk Terminal and Operational
Engineering Director, The Bristol Port Company

Martin is skilled in all aspects of bulk handling and port
engineering. He is responsible for handling a variety of bulk
cargoes including coal, biomass, stone, animal feed and grain
from transhipment, unloading, storage to reloading. Highly
experienced in the commercial logistics and demographics of
the UK bulk market, Martin’s knowledge ranges across all
areas of aggregates extraction, processing, distribution and
marketing with further experience of coated materials, the
recycling of secondary aggregates and land filling of waste. 

Chris Griffin, Business Development Manager,
Peel Ports

Chris Griffin is an experienced leader in the logistics sector,
having held senior roles in global and international logistics
and warehousing organisations. As the sector expert with
Group Business Development responsibility for the one of the
UK’s largest port operators, Peel Ports Group, Chris heads the
strategic development of bulks and energy, encompassing all
dry and liquid bulks, in addition to the array of markets in the
energy sector.

Michael Mitchell, Pre-Contracts Director for the
Civil Engineering Division at GRAHAM
Construction

Michael Mitchell is Pre-Contracts Director for the Civil
Engineering Division at GRAHAM Construction. GRAHAM
Construction is currently undertaking construction of major

biomass handling and storage facilities at Immingham and
Liverpool ports.

Mike Bradley, The Wolfson Centre for Bulk
Solids Handling Technology, University of
Greenwich 

Mike Bradley is Professor in Particle and Bulk Technology,
Director of the Wolfson Centre and Head of the Greenwich
Manufacturing Group at the University of Greenwich. He was
awarded both his honours degree and PHD from Thames
Polytechnic (now the University of Greenwich) and, as the
Director, provides technical leadership in all aspects of bulk
solids handling. His particular areas of interest lie in
pneumatic conveying, design of hoppers and silos, dust
control, plant integration and maintenance of product quality.
He is Chair of Solids Handling and Processing Association
(SHAPA), a member of Materials Handling Engineers’
Association (MHEA) and of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers Bulk Materials Handling Committee (IMechE). He
was awarded a professorship in 2006 and the directorship in
2008.

Exhibitor stands for BULKEX16 are selling fast, so don’t miss
this opportunity to showcase your products and services.
We're taking over the exhibition hall to give visitors the
chance to see the latest in materials handling.  New for this
year is Speaker’s Corner – bringing the line-up of
presentations into the main exhibition hall.

Rocco Mastrolonardo –
Process Components
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Empire Machinery
Ltd invest in a New
Neuenhauser Star
Screen for hire fleet
Empire Machinery Ltd, a family owned business
based in Newcastle-Upon-Tyne have invested in
a new Neuenhauser tracked star screen for their
hire fleet.

The company which is headed up by Danny Turner is a well
respected company in the North East of England and runs an
impressive fleet of crushing, screening and heavy plant
equipment.

Due to the company being awarded several contracts for the
processing of green and wood waste, the decision was made
to purchase a Neuenhauser 2F Tracked Star Screen.

This particular machine is fitted with a class leading 7 metre x
1.2 metre star deck, screw auger, hopper extensions and John
Deere powerunit which is all mounted on a heavy duty
tracked chassis.

John O'Neill of Riverside Machinery Ltd comments "we are
delighted Empire Machinery have chosen the Neuenhauser
star screen. Nothing will come close in terms of throughput
and separation of material. We wish Empire Machinery all the
best with the new their new purchase"

www.hub-4.com  July 2016 - Issue 39
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RUD EASYLOCK Chain Fitting Systems
Reduce Chain Fitting time by 30%

Installation and fitting of tyre protection
chains is a dangerous and strenuous job that
can easily result in injuries to the fitter and
chains. The EASY-R-LOCK system has been
designed to make the fitting process safer,
easier and faster process.

EASYLOCK, is an innovative connecting ring that makes
fitting chain tyres a much easier, faster and safer process.
EASYLOCK comprises only two components, is easy to
handle, ensures safe installation and reduces chain fitting
time by 30%.

It consists of an open omega ring and a locking hasp.
Once the ring is passed through the wear links, the hasp

is pushed over the two prongs. It is then secured with an Allen key, by a 90 degree turn of the integral locking device.
EASYLOCK then remains in place until removed. EASYLOCK can be retro-fitted to any 19 mm or 23 mm TPC.

The range also consists of the EASY-C-LOCK and the EASY2LOCK chain fitting systems. The EASY-C-LOCK system requires no
hammer; it makes installation an extremely safe procedure. It is extremely easy to use and only has two components to handle;
it greatly reduces the chain fitting time and increases safety and overall efficiency.

The EASY2LOCK trye chain fitting system increases overall safety and handling during the fitting process. No tools are needed,
the system is self-locking, no over-tension, no screws used there increases re usability. Make your tyre chain fitting a safer and
faster process.

www.hub-4.com/directory/16614
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Introducing the new Liebherr LH 110 C
High Rise Port Litronic material handler
• An all new custom-designed port material

handler available in 2017

• LH 110 C High Rise Port available worldwide
with exhaust emissions Stages IV / Tier 4f

• Completely redesigned attachments for
powerful work cycles when handling bulk
and general cargo

Liebherr presented the LH 110 C High Rise Port Litronic
material handler at bauma 2016. The new Port series handlers
complement the existing Industry and timber product lines.
The LH 110 High Rise Port is available in wheeled, crawler or
gantry undercarriage variants with standard or high-rise cab
configuration. The LH 110 High Rise Port handler’s remarkable
power capacity and low fuel consumption sets new standards
in terms of efficiency. 

The LH 110 C High Rise Port Litronic, showcased at bauma
2016, is designed for quick and efficient handling of bulk and
general cargo in ports. Its configuration includes an angled
13.0 m boom and a straight 12.0 m stick. The stick, with
hydraulic quick-coupler, in combination with the Liebherr
multi-coupling system for hydraulic lines, gives the machine
the necessary flexibility for diverse port applications. The
configuration also includes a Liebherr grapple model GMZ12,
which is for bulk material and has a capacity of 8.0 m³. Other
highlights are the hydraulic double-pivot cab, with infinitely
adjustable height and forward movement, and sliding doors
with access at ground level. In addition, the LH 110 C High
Rise Port features a robust crawler undercarriage with extra
tower height of 2.0 m and the patented energy recovery
system (ERC) as standard.

High system power and intelligent control 

The Liebherr LH 110 C High Rise Port is powered by a 6-
cylinder Liebherr diesel in-line engine designed to meet Stage
IV / Tier 4f emission standards. The LH 110 High Rise Port has
an engine power of 300 kW / 408 HP and, thanks to the ERC
system, is able to deliver a total system power of 431 kW /
586 HP. With the newly-designed configuration, the LH 110 C
High Rise Port achieves load capacities of up to 10 tonnes
with a range of over 20 m. The working radius of the machine
is up to 27 m. 

The new LH 110 C High Rise Port handler combines intelligent
electronics with sensitive hydraulics, thereby ensuring both
extremely precise, finely-controlled work and fast, powerful
movements. The sophisticated machine control system
ensures optimal adaptation of the hydraulics for the specific
operation. Both speed and strength are there when they are
needed.

With intelligent machine control, the interaction of the drive
components is optimised in terms of efficiency. The Liebherr
Power Efficiency (LPE) system enables the machine to
combine maximum performance with the lowest possible fuel
consumption. 

Fuel consumption is further reduced thanks to the award-
winning ERC system so that total fuel savings of up to 30 per
cent are possible with a simultaneous increase in handling
capacity compared to the LH 110 C High Rise Port’s
predecessor, the R 974 C Litronic. 

Operator comfort for focused and productive
work 

The cab of the new LH 110 C High Rise Port material handler
offers optimal operator conditions for productive and focused
work. Operator comfort is enhanced by the ergonomic design
featured on the control consoles and operator's seat, along
with the excellent panoramic view and low noise levels. 

Standard features include comfort seat, proportional left and
right control and joystick steering for mobile machines, which
boosts the comfort of the operator. Large cab windows,
overall hydraulic cab height, as well as rear and side
monitoring, offer the best possible view of the working area
at all times thereby ensuring that safe handling of the
machine is always guaranteed. 

www.hub-4.com/directory/504

The new LH 110 C High Rise Port material handler from Liebherr is
designed specifically for requirements in port handling.

The completely redesigned configuration of the Liebherr LH 110 C High
Rise Port material handler ensures powerful work cycles in bulk and
general cargo applications.
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More product
protection from
Metal Detection
Metal Detection Ltd have recently supplied
three QDC tunnel type metal detectors to a large
company producing various high quality roof
tile products. The company had been
experiencing metal contamination issues in the
manufacturing process which led them to
contact Metal Detection and request a site visit. 

A visit was arranged and details taken from three conveyors
transporting mixtures of sand, cement , water and pigments
to add colour. Samples of the material were supplied for
testing as previous experience had shown that some pigments
can exhibit extremely high product effect leading to the
detector “false tripping”. 

Testing in our Redditch laboratory proved that the black
pigment additive was highly conductive and would therefore
require a higher specification MDB8-E control unit which
includes automatic phase angle adjustment that can be
utilised for difficult materials with “product effect” .  The
customer was satisfied that a good level of sensitivity was
still achievable for ferrous and non ferrous metals and a
formal quotation was sent for three detectors which were
subsequently ordered and installed. 

A commissioning visit followed by a service engineer shortly
afterwards to ensure that the detectors were working
correctly in the difficult working environment. Joe Cetti
“Business Manager-Metal Detection” confirmed that the
success of this particular installation had led to other
enquiries from companies in the same group looking for
protection from metal contamination.   

A very successful
launch of the
HalfPipe Ejector 
Successfully showcased at both the Tipex
and Hillhead shows in June the latest
addition to their product range, the HalfPipe
Ejector has been very successful. Coming off
the back of a very successful Tipper launch
last year, the bmi group has secured a number
of new orders for the product range, and
along with the current Walking Floor and
Ejector ranges, the new products have
ensured their customers have a greater choice
when choosing a trailer for their specific
requirements.

Since its initial unveiling in January 2016, enquiries for the
HalfPipe Ejector have been coming in steadily; being
exhibited on one of the three vehicles at Hillhead, with a
HalfPipe Tipper and Aggregate Walking Floor also on show.
The bmi group are well renowned for their benchmark
waste ejectors and based on the success of previous
products, they are looking forward to another positive sales
growth within the product sector. Their HalfPipe Ejectors,
like all their trailers, have a choice of cover systems and
can be painted with your company colours and artwork.

The bmi group has branches in Northern Ireland, Willenhall
& Brierley Hill, West Midlands.  With its service centre,
bmiPL (Pit Lane Services) based in the W. Midlands, the
company provides a central base for the GB market.  As
well as trailer manufacture, their highly skilled team
provide a variety of services, including PTO installation,
trailer repair, bodywork & hydraulic installation.  bmiVH,
the Vehicle Hire division of the group located in Willenhall,
can offer the full Walking Floor® & Ejector range; for
medium and long term hire.
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Do you have land that has been subject to mineral
extraction, waste disposal or severe disturbance?

The 4R Group excel at providing cost effective
site restoration schemes which can provide an
income to the site owner

To find out more contact Paul Whyatt, 
Land Restoration Manager

T: 0113 232 2400
E: info@4r-group.co.uk 

Transform site liabilities into
environmental

and financial assets

Wheel
Washing
Solutions

DOWNLOAD THE
FREE
HUB APP TODAY
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